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For piezoelectric stack (PZT) driven droplet generator, the driving waveform 

and driving frequency effect on liquid filament shape and droplet characteristics have 

been experimentally studied. The experimental study was based on a PZT driven 

droplet generator with known geometric design parameters and working fluid 

properties. A lumped-element-model (LEM) constructed to study the acoustic-

mechanical behavior of the droplet generator. The droplet generator volumetric 

rejection from experimental study compared with that from LEM. Results show that 

LEM can predict the internal acoustic-mechanical behavior with reasonable accuracy. 

Based on the LEM, the PZT displacement magnitude dominates the internal pressure 

variation within the chamber. However due to the natural response of droplet generator, 

the acoustic pressure in the droplet generator decays exponentially. Experimental data 

show that the droplet formation process can be waveform and frequency dependent. 



   

When the droplet formation process is driven in “low frequency” regime, droplet 

formation process is weakly affected by frequency. Meniscus interaction effects, which 

are the interaction of a liquid filament from different droplet generation cycles, on 

droplet formation process are present when droplet formation process is driven in “high 

frequency” regime. Due to the meniscus interaction effect, the droplet formation 

process at “high frequency” is waveform and frequency dependent. Results show that 

the droplet volume reduces slightly with PZT driving frequency, about 20%. Droplet 

velocity increases with driving frequency, about 40%. However the droplet break-off 

time and droplet velocity are weakly affect by the driving frequency.  
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Effect of PZT Driving Waveform and Frequency on Meniscus 

Shape and Drop-on-Demand Droplet Formation Parameters 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Droplet formation is an important process being widely used in ink-jet 

printing, fuel atomization, solid particle transportation, and many others. Depending 

on the droplet formation mechanism, droplet formation process can be classified as: 

1) drop-on-demand (DOD) droplet formation process, 2) continuous droplet 

formation process, 3) electro-static droplet formation, and many others. DOD droplet 

formation, which can produce a single droplet asynchronously on demand, is one type 

of droplet formation process widely used in ink-jet printing since 1970s. High speed 

high quality printing is crucial to DOD printing systems in order to succeed in the 

market.  In recent years, the DOD technology has been also applied to solid particle 

disposing and three-dimensional printing. All these applications require the droplet 

generator to be well synchronized with other devices and able to deliver high quality 

products over the operating conditions defined for the droplet generator. With these 

industrial requirements, the droplet generator has to be developed to generate droplets 

with highly repeatable, well defined, and consistent droplet parameters such as 

droplet size and droplet velocity over wide operating conditions.  
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Satellite formation, the formation of small droplets in pairs with the primary 

droplet, is a demarcation of the droplet formation process because the satellite is 

typically inconsistent during droplet formation process and harder to control.  

In the past, droplet formation process was focused on single droplet formation 

process with different input boundary conditions. All these studies assume that the 

meniscus is static at the nozzle exit plane at the initiation of the droplet formation 

signal. Little is known when the droplet formation is driven at high frequency and the 

meniscus is not static at the initiation of droplet generation signal. In order to improve 

the printing quality and printing speed, the industrial droplet generator has been 

designed to reduce the nozzle size while increasing the operating frequency. As the 

droplet generator operating frequency increases, there is a need to study meniscus 

dynamics and the effect on droplet formation process.  

Droplet formation is a complex interaction among surface tension, viscous 

force, and impulse input. Impulse input is the input driving force related to the driving 

mechanism and the mechanical design of droplet generator. In DOD droplet generator 

development, the droplet generator geometry, the piezoceramicpatch (PZT) driving 

waveform, the driving frequency, and the fluid properties are the parameters that can 

be varied. In the past, research on droplet formation has been focused on single 

droplet formation process either by numerical modeling or experimental studies. 

Numerical modeling of droplet formation process has been focused on the liquid 

filament evolution with known pressure input boundary conditions, either assumed to 

be known or an input correlation based on certain specific droplet generator. Three 
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dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling of droplet formation 

from a droplet generator, which is a development tool that benefits from developing 

computation ability, can provide some information about the acoustic pressure wave 

built-up inside the chamber. But the CFD modeling does little to help with optimizing 

the design parameters and obtaining a relationship between the droplet generator 

design parameters. In this study, research has been focused on multiple droplet 

formation process and the droplet parameter difference with that from single droplet 

formation process over wide range of droplet formation conditions. The acoustic-

mechanical behavior of the droplet generator, which dominates the driving 

momentum input for the droplet formation process, was modeled using lumped-

element-model (LEM). The LEM results explain the driving force difference between 

different operating conditions. The differences in liquid filament shape and droplet 

parameter due to different operating conditions were studied experimentally.  

The specific problems studied are the operating frequency and PZT driving 

waveform effect on meniscus shape and the droplet parameters such as droplet 

volume, break-off time, break-off length, and droplet velocity. Specifically the 

focuses of this study are: (1) constructing a LEM for the droplet generator acoustic-

mechanical performance prediction, such as the nozzle flow variation and the acoustic 

pressure variation inside the chamber; (2) the driving waveform effect on liquid 

filament shape and the droplet formation process, specifically the impulse input and 

the waveform effect on droplet formation process; (3) The piezoelectric stack (PZT) 

driving waveform and driving frequency effect on droplet parameters, such as droplet 
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volume, droplet break-off time, droplet break-off length, droplet velocity, and 

formation of satellites. To achieve that, a LEM is constructed and the mechanical 

design parameters are “lumped” into the LEM to predict the performance of the 

droplet generator. The meniscus shape variation during the droplet formation cycle is 

experimental observed. Droplet parameters, such as droplet volume and droplet 

velocity, were obtained from the experimental images. Droplet volume was compared 

with the volumetric rejection of the droplet generator for each droplet generation 

cycle as predicted by LEM. This study was based on a droplet generator with known 

design parameters. The droplet generator consisted three parts: a body chamber, an 

inlet portion, and orifice opening. The orifice opening had a diameter of 43 µm and 

length to diameter aspect ratio close to one. Four different PZT driving waveforms, 

representing the difference in waveform shape and total momentum input (defined as 

the positive PZT volumetric displacement magnitude multiply with the time duration) 

to the chamber are tested in this study. A frequency sweep from 5 kHz to 35 kHz is 

tested to study the frequency dependency of the meniscus shape and the droplet 

parameters. The frequency sweep covers the whole frequency range from low 

frequency droplet formation (droplet break-off prior next droplet generation cycle) to 

high frequency droplet formation (liquid filament from different droplet formation 

cycles in contact with each other). A high resolution imaging system was developed 

to obtain the time variation of droplet formation process images. Droplet formation 

process images were processed to obtain the meniscus shape and droplet parameters. 
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2.    LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Study of controlled droplet formation started one hundred years ago. Early in 

1878, Rayleigh (1878) theoretically predicted droplet formation from a perturbed 

steady liquid jet. Research on controlled droplet formation had been focused on 

continuous droplet formation from a steady liquid jet in the following one hundred 

years. The first industrial printer developed in the 1960s was based on continuous 

droplet formation technology. Most of the inkjet printing systems developed prior to 

the 1970’s were also based on continuous droplet formation technology. The fast 

development of printing technology drives the research for precisely control of 

droplet generation. The burst of drop-on-demand (DOD) technology in late the 1970s 

led droplet formation research to a new stage. Starting in the 1970s controlled droplet 

formation has been primarily focused on drop-on-demand. Compared to continuous 

droplet formation, DOD technology has the ability to produce a single droplet 

asynchronously on demand. Many types of DOD droplet formation device were 

invented and developed in the 1980s. Both experimental and numerical studies for 

droplet formation from drop-on-demand droplet formation devices were conducted at 

the same time. Lee (1998) provided a comprehensive review of the development of 

controlled droplet formation technology. Most research on DOD droplet formation 

was focused on the droplet formation process analysis prior to the 1990s, but little 

research was done on the mechanical design of drop-on-demand droplet formation 

devices. While droplet formation is a surface tension dominated phenomenon, and the 
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mechanical design is critical to consistent droplets. Analysis of the mechanical design 

can provide an overall understanding of the DOD droplet formation device, the 

performance, and feedback to droplet generator design. Since the 1990s, more and 

more research results published modeling DOD droplet formation device design. 

 

2.1 LUMPED ELEMENT MODEL FOR MECHANICAL DESIGN 

 

Typical droplet generators consist of a body chamber, inlet port, outlet port, and 

a driving mechanism. The droplet generation process is initiated by a signal input to 

the driving mechanism. Responding to the signal input, the driving mechanism builds 

up pressure wave inside the chamber and pushes fluid out of the outlet port. The 

mechanical design of droplet generators plays an important role in the droplet 

formation process. Due to geometric complexity, mechanical designs were either 

modeled by three-dimensional CFD software or neglected by assuming the pressure 

inside the chamber is known prior to the 1990s. Three-dimensional CFD models can 

provide details of fluid motion inside the mechanical chamber, but less feedback for 

mechanical design optimization. Modeling mechanical design became more and more 

important in recent years because mechanical design has become a limitation on 

improving the droplet formation process. The coupling of mechanical design with 

droplet formation has become an area of research interest in recent years. 

Publication on pressure wave build-up inside the droplet generator chamber 

was not available until the mid 1980s. Bogy et al. (1984) experimentally studied the 
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wave propagation in a drop-on-demand inkjet device. The device consisted of a long 

cylindrical channel with nozzle mounted on one end of the tube. The device was 

excited by piezoelectric cylinder over part of its length. Droplet formation process 

was observed under different pulsing pressure and tube length conditions. Results 

showed that the acoustic wave propagation had significant effect on the operation of 

this device.  

Shield et al. (1987) experimentally studied the droplet formation from long 

cylindrical channel. The channel has a length to diameter ratio (l/d) of 20. An excited 

piezoelectric cylinder was used over a portion of its length which was driven by a 

square wave voltage input. Droplet formation of water and ethylene glycol were 

observed. Results showed that the primary droplet radius was in the order of the 

nozzle radius and varied slightly with the driving pressure input while the formation 

of satellite and satellite droplet size were highly dependent on the pulsing pressure 

input. Experimentally observed droplet formation process was compared with a 

numerical simulation. In the numerical simulation, the numerical model included two 

parts, a one-dimensional model for droplet formation and a one-dimensional acoustic 

pressure model developed by Shield et al. (1986). Results show good agreement 

between the numerical and the experimental observation, but the numerical model 

fails when droplet break-off begins to occur. Further improvement of the model was 

recommended to model the physics accurately.  

Lumped element modeling (LEM) technique was applied to modeling micro 

fluidic devices in the late 1990s. Burr et al (1996) studied the driving waveform effect 
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on droplet formation. In his study, the mechanical design was simplified using LEM. 

His model results was compared a three dimensional CFD model using commercial 

CFD software – FLOW3D. The results of his model were qualitatively compared 

with experimental data. 

Kamisuki et al. (1998) proposed mechanical design of an inkjet driven by 

piezoelectric stack using LEM. Droplet size varied with frequency, voltage, and 

temperature was studied experimentally. In his study, mechanical design was lumped 

into several groups of lumped parameters to predict the natural frequency of the inkjet 

head. However the inkjet head performance was not predicted using LEM technique. 

Jung et al. (1999) used LEM for a mechanical design of a piezoelectric 

driven inkjet head. In his study, the mechanical design was simplified as a set of 

parametric input to his three-dimensional fluid modeling of droplet formation. His 

modeling results were compared with the experimental results and full three-

dimensional numerical model based on droplet size. Similar technique was used by 

Seitz et al. (2004). In Seitz’s study (2004), the modeling results were compared with 

experimental results based on droplet formation process. Seitz’s mechanical LEM did 

not consider fluid compressibility effect, which can be an important parameter 

depending on micro-fluidic device chamber size. 

Gallas et al. (2003) used a full LEM for the performance of a piezoelectric 

driven synthetic jet actuator. Details of LEM parameter calculation was proposed in 

his model. His model results were compared with experimental data based on jet 

velocity variation with operation frequency. His data show that the piezoelectric 
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actuator performance can be predicted with reasonable accuracy. But the error was 

frequency dependent, which can be resulted from over-simplification of LEM 

parameters. 

 

2.2 DROPLET FORMATION PROCESS 

 

Droplet formation process is surface tension dominated phenomenon. Study 

the droplet formation process is basically solving the Navier-Stokes equation with a 

free surface. Since the meniscus shape is under high amplitude variation, droplet 

formation process is a highly non-linear phenomenon. The governing Navier-Stokes 

equation is highly non-linear and is required to be solved numerically. Both three-

dimensional models and the simplified one-dimensional models are being widely 

used in the past decades. Three-dimensional model is used because it can handle more 

complicated boundary condition. Compared with three-dimensional model, one-

dimensional model can achieve reasonable accuracy while it is much simpler and less 

time consuming. One-dimensional models can not account for complex boundary 

conditions and can only be applied to the region starting from nozzle exit plane. 

Experimental study of droplet formation process has been focused on the meniscus 

dynamics from nozzle exit plane. Eggers (1997) provided a good summary on the 

droplet dynamics and numerical simulation.   

Fromm (1982) presented a three-dimensional numerical simulation of droplet 

formation process from an axisymmetric nozzle. Marker-and-cell front tracking 
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technique was used in his model, while the fluid was considered as incompressible 

flow.  His study showed the feasibility of numerical modeling droplet formation even 

his results did not match with experimental observed droplets.   

Lee (1974) developed an one-dimensional model for droplet formation by 

assuming the liquid jet was axisymmetric and the liquid jet radius was much smaller 

compared with the jet length, r/l<<1. He used the one-dimensional equation and 

theoretically predicted the droplet formation from a perturbed steady liquid jet. He 

pointed out the possibility of using a one-dimensional model to simulate the droplet 

formation process. Numerical solution for the one-dimensional model was not 

succeeded until ten years later.  

Using the one-dimensional model that Lee (1974) developed, Adams et al. 

(1984) developed a numerical simulation of droplet formation from axisymmetric 

nozzle. The Mac-Cormack numerical scheme was used to solve the one-dimensional 

equation and a Lagrangian moving grid was used to track the moving free surface. 

They compared results with that of Fromm (1982) who used a three-dimensional 

model. The results showed that the one-dimensional model performed well and by 

using one-dimensional model the computation work was much reduced.  

Yamamoto et al. (1995) using a one-dimensional model predicted the DOD 

droplet formation from a rigid nozzle, and compared the droplet formation process 

with experimental results. The initial velocity from the nozzle was measured 

experimentally for each driving pressure. The initial velocity was used as a boundary 

condition in the numerical modeling. Results showed that the numerical model well 
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predicted the droplet formation process, the primary droplet volume, and the 

formation of satellites.  

Eggers et al. (1994) used a one-dimensional model to simulate droplet 

formation from a perturbed liquid jet and droplet formation from a dripping faucet. 

The numerical scheme taken by Eggers was weighted implicit method. The problem 

was mapped to a unit interval z/l [0, 1] to avoid using a moving grid. Results showed 

that the one-dimensional model could be applied to the cases where the liquid column 

radius in the same scale as the jet length, which was unexpected by Lee (1974) when 

he developed the one-dimensional model.  

Wilkes et al. (1999) studied dripping faucet by a both three-dimensional and a 

one-dimensional equation using the Galerkin finite element method. He pointed out 

the occurrence of the “overturn phenomenon” close to the break-off by three-

dimensional model simulation, which can not be captured by the one-dimensional 

model. Close to the break-off singularity, the results using one-dimensional model 

differed with that using three-dimensional model slightly. His model did not simulate 

the droplet movement after break-off occurs.  

 

2.3 MENISCUS DYNAMICS  

 

Most droplet generators works in continuous mode. The meniscus is under 

high frequency oscillation during droplet generation process. For low frequency 

droplet formation process, the meniscus is static at the beginning of droplet 
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generation process. As droplet generation frequency increases, the meniscus is under 

oscillation at the beginning of the droplet formation process. 

Meinhart et al. (2000) experimentally studied the meniscus shape inside the 

nozzle during droplet formation process. The driving signal was an arbitrary 

waveform, starting with a negative pressure which sucked fluid into the chamber 

from fluid supply. His results showed that the meniscus was deep inside the nozzle 

during that period. The droplet size and velocity was affected by the refilling 

mechanism. For low frequency droplet formation process, the meniscus was under 

viscously-damped oscillation after a droplet formation cycle completed and reached 

equilibrium before the next ejection cycle begins.   

Shin et al. (2005) numerically studied the meniscus shape inside the nozzle 

during droplet formation process. The driving waveform was similar to that of 

Meinhart et al. (2000). Their numerical results showed that the meniscus retreated 

deep into the nozzle during refilling period. The meniscus retreat caused high energy 

concentration at central meniscus area and thus generated smaller droplet size. 

Daniels B and Liburdy J. (2004) experimentally studied meniscus oscillation 

dynamics. Their study was focused on small amplitude meniscus oscillation without 

droplet formation occurring. Their study showed that the meniscus oscillation has 

different oscillation modes. The meniscus oscillation modal frequency is a parameter 

of nozzle size and fluid properties which can be obtained analytically.   
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2.4 DROPLET BREAK-OFF  

 

The Navier-Stokes equations form a singularity at the break-off point, and 

viscosity has a strong effect on the time for the singularity to occur. The Navier-

Stokes equations fail to simulate the phenomenon close to the break-off, especially 

for low viscous fluids which the break-off occurs very quickly. Eggers (1993), using 

similarity theory, developed the “3/2 power law” scaling theory for describing the 

droplet break-off process. The theory is based on the fact that close to the break-off 

point, all external scale and boundary conditions are irrelevant. The break-off is 

governed by the “internal properties”, the surface tension force and viscous force. The 

time evolution of the liquid column near the break-off point can be predicted based on 

the time and distance to the break-off point by the “3/2 power law” scaling theory. 

The validation of the “3/2 power law” scaling theory was not done yet at that time. 

 Brenner et al. (1997) studied the droplet break-off phenomenon of water 

falling from a nozzle by one-dimensional numerical simulation and experimental 

methods. He compared the results with that predicted by “3/2 power law” scaling 

theory. The results predicted by the “3/2 power law” scaling theory agreed well with 

the numerical simulation within the time interval 310− - ct
110−  to break-off time, 

where ct  is the capillary time scale. Results showed that the minimum radius does not 

decrease monotonically, but increases for a while at time ct
310− . The maximum 

interface slope saturates to a constant value at the same time.  
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Eggers (2000) studied the break-off of very low viscous liquid column, 

9105Re/ ⋅=We , using a one-dimensional model. The numerical simulation showed 

that the interface slope reaches a maximum value, 410 , prior to droplet break-off. The 

minimum radius at the maximum slope reached 410  depended on the boundary 

conditions. The development of a singularity predicted by “3/2 power law” theory 

agreed well with that predicted by the one-dimensional numerical simulation. 

Day et al. (1998) studied the inviscid fluid break-off using three-dimensional 

simulation method. The three-dimensional equation was solved by using boundary-

element method. Result showed that the “overturn” phenomenon and the break-off 

angle were independent of the initial conditions. The inviscid droplet break-off has a 

fixed cone shape. The cone angle is 01.18  for liquid thread and 08.112  for the droplet, 

measured from the axial direction. The inviscid fluid break-off shape was predicted 

by the “3/2 power law” theory and a formulation of break-off shape was proposed.     

Chen et al. (2002) studied the break-off of both water and 83% glycerol in 

water. Three-dimensional numerical simulation and experimental study were 

constructed and compared with that predicted by“3/2 power law” theory. The 

“overturn” phenomenon was reported for water. The break-off shape from both 

numerical simulation and experimental agreed well with that of the “3/2 power law” 

similarity solution. The “3/2 power law” theory deviated from simulation 

significantly for the 83% glycerol in water case. Results indicated the “3/2 power 

law” similarity solution adopted by Eggers (1993) was valid within the potential flow 

regime. 
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Papageorgiou (1995) studied the break-off of high viscous liquid threads by 

using Stokes equation. Numerical simulations were based on a one dimensional 

model and theoretical prediction was based on the similarity solution. By using 

Stokes equation, he developed the “1 power law” scaling theory for high viscous fluid 

break-off process. The numerical results showed good agreement with that predicted 

by “1 power law” scaling theory close to break-off occurs.  

Lister et al. (1998) studied the break-off of viscous thread surrounded by 

another viscous fluid. Stokes equation and one-dimensional numerical method were 

used in his study. The surrounding fluid was assumed to have the same viscosity as 

the viscous liquid thread. Results showed that the thread minimum radius and 

location of minimum radius to pinch-off point develop linearly with time, the 

maximum velocity developed in an exponential form of time 0tt − , where 0t  is the 

pinch-off time. The viscous thread break-off to a fixed cone shape, 09.5 cone angle 

for liquid thread and 08.112  cone angle for the droplet measured from the axial 

direction. 

For this study, because the nozzle diameter is only about 43 µm and the 

capillary time scale is about 16 µs. In order to capture the break-off process, the 

image sampling rate required is in the order of 10 ns (10
-3

 tc) or smaller. And during 

that time period, the minimum liquid filament radius is in the order of 100 nm. The 

current experimental setup is not able to capture reliable data in that time interval. So 

the details of the break-off process are not covered in this study. In order to study the 

details of droplet break-off process, a relative larger nozzle size is recommended. A 
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relative larger nozzle size can reduce the resolution requirement for imaging system, 

and easier to obtain reliable data.    
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3.    THEORETICAL DERIVATION 

 

In this section, a lumped element model (LEM) of droplet generator design 

and a one-dimensional droplet formation model are derived. One-dimensional droplet 

formation model governs the phenomenon out of nozzle plane and the flow inside the 

chamber is modeled using LEM. The One-dimensional explains the reason of surface 

tension effect on the nozzle flow.   

 

3.1 MECHANICAL DESIGN – LUMPED ELEMENT MODEL 

 

Typical droplet generator consists of a chamber, a fluid supply, an orifice 

opening, and a driving device. Depending on the driving mechanism, the droplet 

generator can be classified as, a PZT driven droplet generator, thermal driven droplet 

generator, and electrostatic driven droplet generator. A schematic of a PZT driven 

droplet generator design is shown in Figure 3.1. The piezoceramicpatch (PZT) is 

bonded to a clamped metal diaphragm which forms the bottom of the body chamber. 

The PZT is driven via an applied voltage. Responding to the voltage input, the PZT 

generates certain volumetric displacement. Due to the fluid compressibility, acoustic 

pressure builds up in the chamber. Fluid is sucked into the chamber from fluid supply 

or pushed out from orifice opening due to the pressure variation. The operation of this 
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device is a coupled  electromechanical-acoustic system. The frequency dependency of 

this system is determined by the mechanical design and material properties.   

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic of inkjet printer head design, Lee (1998). 

 

 

 

Solving the pressure wave build-up inside the chamber is very complex 

phenomenon. The governing equations include the wave propagation equation, 

Navier-Stokes equation, and structure displacement equation. The boundary 

conditions include no slip boundary condition at inlet/outlet ports and a known PZT 

displacement boundary condition at the chamber bottom plate. Numerical solutions to 

the set of equations are normally performed by using CFD software. When the device 

is operated at low frequency such that the wavelength is much larger than the 

geometric dimension, according to acoustic theory Fischer (1955), the analysis is 

commonly performed using LEM. LEM is a simplified model which can be applied to 

mechanical-acoustic phenomenon. 
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LEM assumes that the pressure spatial variation within the chamber is very 

small and thus can be simplified using single parameter. The main assumption 

employed in LEM is that the characteristic length scales of the governing physical 

phenomena are much larger than the largest geometric dimension. By which, the 

mechanical system can be treated as a set of “lumped” elements rather than a 

distributed system. The governing partial differential equations for the distributed 

system can be “lumped” into a set of coupled ordinary differential equations. This 

approach provides a simple method to estimate the low-frequency response of a 

system. For the cases of this study, the acoustic pressure wave length is determined 

by the sonic speed of the fluid inside the chamber and the operation frequency of the 

droplet generator. The sonic speed of the fluid is about 1400 m/s, and the operation 

frequency is below 36 kHz. The typical wavelength of the physical phenomenon is in 

the order of 50 mm. The largest geometric dimension is in the order of 1 mm, so the 

lumped-element modeling can be applied. 

Based on the LEM, the acoustic pressure is uniform in spatial coordinate but 

varies with time. In LEM, the variables required to solve are the acoustic pressure and 

the volumetric flow rate through each part of the droplet generator. The acoustic 

pressure within the chamber is a result of volume flow variation and the fluid 

compressibility. Due to flow motion at inlet/outlet of the droplet generator, the inertia 

force and drag force related to the motion are to be modeled. The inertia force, drag 

force, and fluid compressibility are modeled by parameters of acoustic mass, acoustic 

resistance, and acoustic compliance respectively. The parameters are determined by 
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the geometric dimension and the working fluid properties, and can be derived 

theoretically based on flow assumption Merhaut (1981). In LEM, the effort variable is 

acoustic pressure and flow variable is volumetric flow rate.  

 

3.1.1 LEM Governing Equation 

 

For the droplet generator design shown in Figure 3.1, the equivalent LEM 

network is shown in Figure 3.2. In Figure 3.2, PZT is the piezoelectric stack, P is the 

chamber acoustic gage pressure, Q is the volumetric flow rate resulted from PZT 

displacement, C is the acoustic compliance of the droplet ejector chamber due to fluid 

compressibility, Rr and Mr are the acoustic resistance and acoustic mass for the 

refilling port due to drag force and inertia, Rn and Mn are the acoustic resistance and 

acoustic mass associated to nozzle, Ro and Mo are the acoustic resistance and acoustic 

mass due to nozzle end effect. The nozzle end effect is a parameter adopted for the 

small nozzle length to diameter aspect ratio. The acoustic resistance and acoustic 

mass for inlet and nozzle is derived based on fully developed flow assumption. But 

the flow shape assumption is not valid when the length to diameter aspect ratio is 

small. Ro and Mo are the two parameters to account for this effect. In terms of energy 

balance, the physical meaning of the acoustic mass is the ability of energy storage due 

to fluid motion, the acoustic compliance is the ability of energy storage due to fluid 

compression, and acoustic resistance is the energy loss factor due to friction.   

The relation between the acoustic pressure and the volumetric flow rate can be 

calculated based on the LEM network. The pressure drop, which is the same as the  
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Figure 3.2 Equivalent lumped element model (LEM) network of the droplet generator 

shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

 

 

acoustic pressure, can be calculated based on each leg. The pressure drop calculated 

based on the fluid refilling port is: 

r
r r r

dQ
P R Q M

dt
= ⋅ + ⋅                                                                                   (3.1) 

where 
r

Q  is the volume flow rate through refill port.  Defining 
r

V  as the volume of 

fluid going through refill port; then: 

r
r

dV
Q

dt
= .                                                                                                     (3.2) 

The pressure drop calculated based on the fluid outlet and orifice is: 

( ) ( ) n
o n o o n

dQ
P R R Q M M

dt
= + ⋅ + + ⋅                                                            (3.3) 

where 
n

Q  is the volume flow rate through orifice.  Define 
n

V  as volume of fluid 

going through orifice; has: 
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n
n

dV
Q

dt
= .                                                                                                     (3.4) 

The acoustic pressure in the chamber is modeled by:  

a
V

P
C

=                                                                                                         (3.5) 

where aV  is the volume change due to fluid compressibility. Based on mass 

conservation, the following relationship holds: 

n r a
V V V V= + +                                                                                             (3.6) 

where V  is the volume flow rate resulted from PZT displacement.  

By equation (3.1) through (3.6) results in the governing LEM differential 

equations: 

1 1 1
r

r r r r n

dQ
M R Q V V V

dt C C C
⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ = ⋅                                                   (3.7) 

( ) ( )
1 1 1n

o n o n n r n

dQ
M M R R Q V V V

dt C C C
+ ⋅ + + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ = ⋅                             (3.8) 

0r
r

dV
Q

dt
− =                                                                                                 (3.9) 

0n
n

dV
Q

dt
− =                                                                                               (3.10) 

 

 

3.1.2 Non-dimensional LEM Equation 

 

The dimensional LEM equations (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10) are non-

dimensionalized based on capillary scales. The capillary scales are defined based on 

nozzle diameter and fluid properties. The definitions of capillary scales for length, 
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velocity, pressure, volume, acoustic resistance, acoustic mass, and acoustic 

compliance are: 

 

alc = ; 
a
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c
⋅

=
ρ

γ
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ρ 3
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t l
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M l

c

ρ
=                                     (3.11) 

The non-dimensional LEM equation written in general form is: 

1 1
0

dU MR
U W

dt MM MM C

∗

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
+ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ =                                                            (3.12) 

where U is the unknown variable and W is the driving force due to PZT displacement. 

The associated variables are: 
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3.1.3 Parametric Modeling 

 

The LEM parameters are obtained based on analytical results. The acoustic 

compliance is defined as the ration between the volume change and acoustic pressure, 

V
C

P

δ
= .  For the droplet generator used in this study, the droplet generator volume is 

about 0.3 mm
3
 and the maximum volume displacement is in the order of 0.5 x 10

-3 

mm
3
. For the case of the volume change being much less than the chamber volume, 

the acoustic pressure can be modeled as: 
V

V
cP

δ
ρ ⋅⋅= 2 . Also, the acoustic 

compliance of the chamber can be simplified as: 

2

V
C

cρ
=

⋅
                                                                                                   (3.14) 

Because of the transient behavior of acoustic pressure inside the chamber 

during the droplet formation process, the flow inside the inlet/outlet port is under high 

frequency oscillation. The acoustic resistance, Rn and Rr, and acoustic mass, Mn and 

Mr, in the neck region and refill port are modeled based on oscillation duct flow 

assumptions. Assuming the pressure drop can be written as, ( )tjPP ⋅⋅⋅∆= ωδ exp , 

the velocity profile is given by White (1974).   

( ) ( )tj
a
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r
jJ
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P
jtru ⋅⋅⋅
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where 0J  is zero order Bessel function of first type, ω is the oscillation angular 

frequency, L is tube length, ν is kinematics viscosity, a is tube radius, and j is 

imaginary index. The velocity profile for oscillating duct flow is characterized by 

Stokes number, 
ν

ω 2
a

St
⋅

= . Figure 3.3 shows the velocity profile for different Stokes 

numbers. For the frequency range of interest in this study, the Stokes number is in the 

order of 100~400 for the inlet and 10~50 for nozzle. The flow is under high 

frequency oscillation, so the acoustic resistance and acoustic mass has to be obtained 

based on oscillating duct flow assumption. Figure 3.3 shows that the flow in the inlet 

port is close to plug flow for the frequency regime of interest. Due to the frequency 

dependency of the velocity profile, the acoustic resistance and acoustic mass for LEM 

is frequency dependent also.   

The volume flow rate, ( )tQ , can be obtained by integrating the velocity 

profile over the nozzle area. With the velocity profile in equation (3.15), the volume 

flow rate can be expressed as:  

( ) ( )∫ ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅
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0 2
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2

0

2exp1 πω

ν

ω

ν

ω

ωρ
 (3.16) 

The acoustic impedance, Z, is defined by the relationship between volume 

flow rate and pressure drop: 

QZP ⋅=δ                                                                                                   (3.17) 
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Figure 3.3: Velocity versus radius for different Stokes number. 

 

 

And the pressure drop in the tube is governed by the following equation: 

dt

dQ
MQRP ⋅+⋅=δ                                                                                    (3.18) 

For case of oscillating flow, Equation (3.18) can be simplified as: 

QMjQRP ⋅⋅⋅+⋅= ωδ                                                                             (3.19) 

where R and M are the acoustic resistance and acoustic mass. Combining equations 

(3.17) and (3.19), the impedance in the inlet/outlet port can be expressed as: 

 MjRZ ⋅⋅+= ω                                                                                       (3.20) 

Equation (3.19) expressed in terms of impedance is: 
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Comparing equations (3.20) and (3.21), the acoustic resistance and acoustic 

mass in the inlet/outlet port can be obtained as: 
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where, “real” and “imag” refers to the real and imaginary parts respectively. The 

acoustic resistance and acoustic mass is Stokes number dependent, as shown in 

Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. In Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, the acoustic resistance and 
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acoustic mass is normalized based on fully developed duct flow with the same 

geometry and fluid properties. The acoustic resistance and acoustic mass for fully 

developed flow is calculated based on a parabolic velocity profile. For fully 

developed duct flow, the pressure drop is given by White (1979): 

2

8

a

uL
P

⋅⋅⋅
=

µ
δ                                                                                          (3.24) 

where u is the average velocity. The acoustic resistance defined by the pressure drop 

and volume flow rate is: 

2

2 4

8

8

L u

P LaR
Q a u a

µ
δ µ

π π

⋅ ⋅ ⋅
⋅ ⋅

= = =
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

                                                                 (3.25) 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Acoustic resistance versus Stokes numbers; the acoustic resistance is non-

dimensionalized based on fully developed duct flow acoustic resistance. 
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Figure 3.5: Acoustic mass versus Stokes numbers, the acoustic mass is non-

dimensionalized based on fully developed duct flow acoustic mass. 

 

 

The acoustic mass for full developed duct flow is developed based on total 

kinetic energy in the fully developed duct flow and the equivalent lumped kinetic 

energy, E, in the LEM analysis: 
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By equations (3.26) and (3.27), the acoustic mass for fully developed duct flow can 

be obtained as: 

23
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⋅

⋅
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π

ρ
                                                                                            (3.28) 
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The acoustic resistance for fully developed duct flow is a fixed parameter 

defined by geometry and flow properties.  Since the flow in the inlet/outlet port is 

under high frequency oscillation, the acoustic resistance is higher than the fully 

developed flow assumption.  Figure 3.4 indicates that the acoustic resistance is a 

Stokes dependent parameter, and is close to a linear dependency with Stokes number.   

For the frequency regime of interest, the Stokes number for the inlet is about 

100 ~ 400 and about 10~ 50 for the nozzle. So the acoustic resistances are about 40 

and 10 times the acoustic resistance of fully developed flow assumption for the inlet 

and nozzle respectively. The high acoustic resistance is because of the high velocity 

gradient near wall cause high shear stress to the flow. Figure 3.4 indicates that the 

acoustic mass is Stokes number dependent also. The flow in the duct is close to plug 

flow as Stokes number increases, which is the upper frequency limit. The acoustic 

mass calculated is about 0.75 times the acoustic mass of fully developed duct flow.   

The orifice in this study has a length to diameter aspect ratio in the order of 

one, 1≈
a

l . During droplet formation process, the flow inside the nozzle is subject 

high frequency oscillation. In addition to the oscillating flow, the end effect has to 

be considered also because of the small aspect ratio. The end effect is a result of the 

fact that although the pressure is greatly reduced when the wall is no longer present 

to confine the wave, the pressure does not drop quite to zero at the nozzle exit plane. 

Explained in acoustic theory, this is because part of the acoustic energy radiates to 

the outside through the orifice opening. In LEM, the acoustic resistance and acoustic 

mass associated with orifice end effect are modeled based on “End Correction for 
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an Open Tube”, Blackstock (2000). According to Blackstock (2000), the acoustic 

impedance for the end effect is: 

( ) ( )
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where k is the wave number defined by the driving frequency and the sonic speed. 

The acoustic impedance definition is based on force radiated to the 

surrounding. The acoustic impedance definition in the LEM is based on the acoustic 

pressure, so the impedance definition for the lumped element model is: 
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Taylor series expansion of the real and imaginary parts of equation (3.30) is: 
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For the case of 12 <<⋅⋅ ak , the higher order terms are truncated.  For this study, 

05.02 ≤⋅⋅ ak , and the higher order term can be truncated. The real and imaginary 

impedance are: 

( )
2

2
ak

R
⋅

=                                                                                                (3.33) 
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X                                                                                                 (3.34) 

The acoustic radiation mass, Marad, is: 
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The acoustic resistance is: 
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3.2 NATURAL FREQUENCY OF THE DROPLET GENERATOR 

 

The droplet generator has its own natural resonance frequency. The most fluid 

will be ejected when the droplet generator is operated close to the natural resonance 

frequency. In order to obtain consistent droplets from the droplet generator, a study of 

the droplet generator natural response is essential. The response of the droplet 

generator depends highly on the acoustic properties of the fluid inside the chamber. 

For this study the working fluid is acquired from XEROX Corp. and the properties 

are given by Tence (2006). Table 3.1 listed the geometric parameters and the fluid 

acoustic properties. The non-dimensional LEM model parameters calculated based on 

above analysis and parameters in Table 3.1 are given in Table 3.2.  The capillary 

scales used for non-dimensional is shown in Table 3.3 

The natural frequency of the droplet generator is obtained by solving equation 

(3.13) with a sinusoidal PZT displacement input. Assuming the PZT displacement 

can be modeled as ( )∗∗∗∗ ⋅⋅⋅= tiVV ωexpmax , the droplet generator parameters, U and 
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W, have to be in the form of ( )∗∗ ⋅⋅⋅= tiUU ωexpmax  and ( )∗∗ ⋅⋅⋅= tiWW ωexpmax  

also. Apply above into equation (3.13), obtain: 

 

 

Table 3.1: Droplet generator parameters. 

 

 Parameter Unit Value 

Geometry Chamber volume (1), V pl 300000 

 Nozzle radius, a µm 21.5 

PZT Driving PZT, V/Volt pl/Volt 2 

Fluidic Properties Surface tension, σ N/m 0.0356 

 Viscosity, μ Kg/(m*s) 0.002 

 Density, ρ Kg/m 1000 

 

 

Table 3.2: LEM model parameters, non-dimensionalized by 

capillary scales. 

 Parameter Value 

Acoustic Compliance Chamber, Ca 0.0289 

Acoustic Mass Inlet,  3.1974 

 Orifice 0.668 

Acoustic Resistance Inlet 0.9531 

 Orifice 1.1509 

 

Table 3.3: Capillary scales based on properties in Table 3.1. 

 

Capillary Scales Unit Value 

Length Scale µm 21.500 

Velocity Scale m/s 1.287 

Time Scale µs 16.708 

Pressure Scale N/m
2 

1693 

Acoustic Compliance Scale m
4
*s

2
/kg 6.002*10

-18 

Acoustic Mass Scale Kg/m
4 

4.650*10
7 

Acoustic Resistance Scale Kg/(m
2
*s) 2.784*10

12 
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Figure 3.6 shows the droplet generator volumetric rejection versus frequency 

based on the parameters given in Table 3.2.  In Figure 3.6, the horizontal axis shows 

the frequency and the vertical axis is the volumetric rejection for each droplet 

generation cycle normalized by the PZT volume displacement. It can be shown that 

the natural frequency of the droplet generator is around 200 kHz, shown as an infinite 

volume displacement at orifice. The droplet generator has a constant volume ejection 

up to 100 kHz. For the operating frequency range covered in this study, 1-37 kHz, the  

 

Figure 3.6: Volume rejection through nozzle versus frequency; the volumetric 

rejection is normalized by PZT volumetric displacement; the peak indicated 

natural frequency. 
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droplet generator volumetric rejection is expected to be frequency independent. The 

prediction matches with the experimental data of XEROX that the droplet size 

variation was less than 10% based on Daniels (2006). 

 

3.3 SOLUTION OF LUMPED ELEMENT MODEL EQUATION 

 

A fourth order accurate Runge-Kutta, Hoffman (2001), integration method is 

used for solving LEM numerical equations.  With known time variation of the PZT 

volumetric displacement, the LEM equation (3.12) can be integrated numerically by: 

1 1

1 1n n

n n

t t
n n

t t

MR
U U U dt W dt

MM MM

∗ + ∗ +

∗ ∗

∗
+ ∗ ∗
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− = − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫                                 (3.38) 

According to equation (3.13), the time integration of PZT displacement term, W, is: 

1
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and V
*
 is the non-dimensional PZT volume displacement, which is a function of time. 

The integration of ∗

∗

∗

⋅⋅− ∫
+∗

∗
dtU

Ma

Mrn

n

t

t

1

 is achieved using Runge-Kutta method, as: 
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where δt
*
 is the time step, nn

ttt
∗+∗∗ −= 1δ .  With equation (3.38) through (3.41), the 

final numerical integration equation for LEM is: 
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 (3.42) 

where E is the driving force term, which is a known input.  

The stability requirement for LEM numerical solution is a “Stiff” problem.  

As shown by equation (3.42), the LEM can be written as:  

nnnn
UGEEU ⋅+−= ++ 11

                                                                        (3.44) 

In equation (3.44), G is the amplification factor, and G is defined as: 

2 3 4

1 1 1
(4)

2 6 24

MR MR MR MR
G eye t t t t

MM MM MM MM
δ δ δ δ

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

      
 = − ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅     
       

 (3.45)   

where eye(4) is 4X4 unit matrix. 

The stability requirement is that the amplification factor is less than unity.  

Since the amplification factor is a four by four matrix, the stability requirement is that 

all the four eigenvalues are less than unit, ( ) 1≤Geig . Numerical experimental shows 

that the numerical scheme is unconditional stable. In the numerical solution, the time 

step is varied from 0.001 to 0.1 times the capillary time scale. And the solution is 

stable for the cases tested. 
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3.4 ONE-DIMENSIONAL DROPLET MODEL  

 

Droplet formation process is a surface tension dominated phenomenon 

occurred outside the nozzle exit plane. Due to the surface tension effect, the meniscus 

dynamics at nozzle exit plane is a coupled effect of the acoustic pressure inside the 

chamber and the surface tension pressure at nozzle exit plane. Due to the changing of 

the liquid filament shape, the pressure rise due to surface tension is a time varying 

parameter during droplet formation process. The liquid jet dynamics can be modeled 

by solving the one-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation with surface tension effects 

considered. A schematic of fluid motion and geometry of the liquid jet shape and the 

coordinates frame are shown in Figure 3.7. By coupling the one-dimensional model 

and LEM, the meniscus dynamic near nozzle exit plane can be explained 

qualitatively. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Schematic of liquid jet shape and the coordinate. 
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Similar to the derivation of Lee (1974), the one-dimensional-model assumes 

that the variables depend only on the axial location but not the radial position. Several 

assumptions are made in developing the one-dimensional equations: 1) the liquid jet 

is axisymmetric along nozzle centerline; 2) there is no wetting effect between fluid 

and nozzle; 3) the working fluid is considered as Newtonian and incompressible; 4) 

no gravitational effect, 5) no friction force at air-fluid interfaces; and 6) axial velocity 

is not radial dependent within the liquid jet. 

The non-dimensional one-dimensional droplet formation model, Yang and 

Liburdy (2004), after non-dimensionalized by capillary scale, is: 

0
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where 
Re

We  is defined as: 
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a

µ

ρ γ
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.  The non-dimensional principle radii, 

according to Middleman (1995), are defined as: 
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3.4.1 Meniscus Shape inside Nozzle 

 

At low frequency, the meniscus shape will retreat back into the nozzle due to 

the negative pressure pulse. The meniscus shape due to the retreat will affect the 
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droplet formation process. The flow inside nozzle is under oscillation during droplet 

formation process. Due to oscillating flow inside the nozzle, the velocity profile 

inside the nozzle varies with driving frequency. The velocity profile dominates the 

meniscus shape inside the nozzle during the retreating period.  

Since the velocity profile inside the nozzle is frequency dependent, the 

meniscus shape near the nozzle is also frequency dependent. For the nozzle size in 

this study and a typical driving waveform frequency, the Stokes number for nozzle 

flow is about 9. The velocity profile in the nozzle, based on St =9, is shown in Figure 

3.8. Figure 3.8 indicates that the flow inside the nozzle is divided into two regions, a 

viscous force dominated near wall region and an inviscid center region. It is expected 

that the inviscid center region dominates the meniscus emerging from nozzle.  

 

Figure 3.8: Flow shape inside nozzle for typical operating frequency. 
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3.4.2 Time Scales Associated with Droplet Formation Process 

 

The droplet formation process from PZT driven droplet generator is a 

complex phenomenon associated with mechanical design and the fluid properties. To 

understand the meniscus dynamics near nozzle exit plane, it is critical to analyze the 

different mechanism related to the droplet generator, droplet formation break-off 

mechanism, and the meniscus oscillation dynamics. There are two time scales 

associated with the above factors, the time scale associated with the droplet generator 

design and the time scale associated with droplet break-off process.   

The time scale associated with droplet generator is the natural frequency of 

the droplet generator, which is predicted using LEM. The natural frequency of the 

droplet generator depends on the mechanical design and fluid acoustic property. For 

the mechanical design of droplet generator used in this study, the time scale 

associated with natural frequency is about 5 µs, as shown in Figure 3.6.  

The time scale associated with fluid properties is the capillary time scale 

defined in equation (3.11).  For the geometric setup and the fluid properties used in 

this study, the capillary time scale is 16.7 µs. The droplet break-off time and the 

meniscus oscillation period are two typical time scales related to droplet formation 

and meniscus dynamic near nozzle exit plane regime. For typical drop-on-demand 

droplet formation process, the droplet break-off time is about 3-4 times of the 

capillary time scales, Yang and Liburdy (2004). And the meniscus oscillation period, 

Daniels and Liburdy (2006), are a factor of capillary time scales also.  Depends on the 
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meniscus oscillation mode, the factor is about 20 – 100 for meniscus oscillation third 

mode and fifth mode.         
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4. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

 

 

 

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

 

The experimental setup was designed to achieve high quality liquid filament 

shape measurement at different imaging angles. The required equipments were as 

follows: a droplet generator, a laser for a light source, an arbitrary waveform 

generator (AWG), two delay generators, a CCD camera, and a synchronization 

circuit. The synchronization circuit is designed for synchronizing the signals from 

droplet generator and the AWG. Figure 4.1 shows the basic schematic of the 

experimental setup. A photograph of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

4.1.1 Timing 

 

The timing of the actuation of the droplet generator and the imaging system 

should be carefully controlled such that the time at which the image is captured is 

precisely known. The droplet generator and the imaging system were controlled by a 

PC and the AWG respectively. The signal from the droplet generator and the AWG 

are 1~37 kHz and 15 Hz pulsed signal, respectively. The 1~37 kHz pulsed signal 

from droplet generator was corresponding to droplet generation frequency and the 15 

Hz pulsed signal from AWG was a pre-set signal required for laser operation. In order 

to obtain full droplet formation process, the two signals had to be synchronized. The 

synchronization was accomplished with a synchronization circuit. Since the imaging  
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Figure 4. 1: Schematic of experimental setup. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 2: Image of experimental setup. 
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system frequency was much lower than the droplet formation frequency, only one 

image from each droplet generation cycle was captured. The time relative to the 

droplet generation output trigger signal is varied to capture images at different point 

in time within the driving waveform. By assuming the droplet formation process is 

highly repeatable, the time sequenced images from different droplet generation cycle 

were defined as the full droplet formation process. The repeatability of droplet 

formation process was studied in the uncertainty analysis. The synchronization circuit 

used in the lab was acquired from XEROX Corp. The synchronization circuit had a 

5V output signal when both the two input signals, from droplet generator and AWG, 

were 5V. The wiring diagram and the time sequence of the signals are shown in 

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 respectively.   

The time sequence starts from a droplet generation signal. Arbitrary waveform 

generator, AWG2021, is triggered by the signal from droplet generator. The AWG 

has several operating modes and the mode used in this study was “burst” mode. In the 

“burst” mode, the AWG outputs a preset number of repetitions, 1 repetition in this 

study, of a specified waveform. In this experimental study, the waveform was square 

waveform with 5 Volt peak-to-peak voltages. The AWG output waveform is a 15 Hz 

pulsed signal. AWG does not accept any incoming triggers before the pulsed output 

signal completed. The output signal from AWG is sent to a delay generator, DG535. 

The delay generator has four independent output channels. Three channels, channel 

A, channel B, and channel C&D, were used in this experimental study to control the 

camera exposure, laser flash lamp, and laser Q-switch respectively. The camera  
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Figure 4. 3: Wiring diagram of experimental setup. 

 

 
Figure 4. 4: Timing sequence of experimental signal. 
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exposure begins after a time delay dt1 relative to the droplet generation signal. The 

camera exposure time is set to be 60 ms, such that only one laser pulse is “on” for 

each camera exposure. The laser flash lamp is triggered after a time delay of dt2 

relative to the droplet generation signal. The time delay dt2 is set to be 30 ms relative 

to dt1 such that the laser flash-lamp is triggered at the mid-point of the camera 

exposure. Channel C&D output was set to be 20 µs width pulsed signal, which is 

essential for synchronization with droplet generation signal. Channel C&D send a 

signal to the synchronization circuit after time delay dt3 relative to the droplet 

generation signal. A secondary delay generator is triggered by the output signal from 

synchronization circuit. After time delay dt4, the signal from DG2 is send to laser Q-

switch to trigger a laser light pulse. The time delay dt4 is varied to obtain droplet 

formation image at different time. The time step for capture droplet formation images 

was 1µs for this study. The total time delay from dt3 and dt4 is controlled to be 180µs 

relative to the laser flash lamp, which gives the strongest lighting.   

 

4.1.2 Droplet Generator 

 

The droplet generation device used has 448 individual droplet generators. The 

448 individual droplet generators have the same design parameters and are expected 

to have same performance. The 448 individual droplet generators are able to work 

independently. The detailed design of each individual droplet generator is shown in 

Figure 4.5. The droplet generator geometry and PZT are fixed. Each droplet generator 

has three different portions, the inlet, the body chamber, and the outlet. The inlet 
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portion has a circular and a rectangle portion, the body chamber is rectangle shape, 

and the outlet portion is divided into three sections. The detailed geometric 

parameters are shown in Table 4.1.  

 

 

Figure 4. 5: Geometrical design of droplet generator. 

 

Table 4. 1: Droplet generator geometric parameters. 

 

Portion Shape Length: (mm)  Width/Diameter (mm) 

Section 1 Cylindrical  0.075  0.229  
Inlet  

Section 2 Rectangular 1.270 0.075 x 0.165 

Chamber NA Rectangular 1.092 0.889 x 0.102 

Section 1 Cylindrical 0.305 0.305 

Section 2 Cylindrical 1.295 0.356 Outlet 

Section 3 Oval 0.203 0.508 

Nozzle NA Cylindrical 0.038 0.043 

Outlet 1 (circle) 

Outlet 3

Inlet   

Diaphragm
PZT

Body 

Outlet 2 (circle) 

Nozzle 
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The droplet generator was driven by a piezoelectric stack (PZT). The PZT was 

driven by a voltage input. Responding to the voltage input, the PZT generated a 

volumetric displacement. The droplet generator was controlled by a PC using the 

software “Strobe-ASIC Tester Controls and Calibration”. The control system allowed 

the user to choose the PZT driving waveform and the driving frequency. The droplet 

generation frequency in this study was varied from 1 kHz to 37 kHz. The control 

system also allowed the user to define a waveform. There were certain constraints on 

the waveform to be defined. The constraints on the waveforms are: 1) the total length 

of the waveform has to be equal or less than 25µs; 2) the total number of nodes has to 

be equal or less than 20; 3) the time step between each node has to be equal or longer 

than 0.25µs; 4) the voltage variation slope has to be less or equal to 40 Volt/µs; and 5) 

there has to be a node when voltage changes from positive to negative or from 

negative to positive. Based on above constrains, the waveform has to be a piecewise 

linear waveform.  

Four different PZT driving waveforms were tested in this experimental study. 

The four PZT driving input waveforms tested in this experimental study are shown in 

Figure 4.6. The difference between the four waveforms are impulse input, defined as 

the positive PZT volumetric displacement multiply by the corresponding time period, 

and a third negative pressure pulse. Three-pulse waveform A has a longer positive 

PZT displacement period compared with the three-pulse waveform B. Three-pulse 

waveform A is same with the two-pulse waveform but a third negative pressure pulse 

added. The square waveform has much longer positive PZT displacement time period 
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than the three-pulse waveform A. In these four waveforms, a positive voltage results 

a chamber volume expansion. The volume expansion causes a negative acoustic 

pressure in the chamber.  

 
Figure 4. 6: PZT driving voltage versus time for four waveforms used 

in this study; (a) three-pulse waveform A; (b) three-pulse waveform B; 

(c) two-pulse waveform; (d) square waveform. 

 

 

4.1.3 Imaging 

 

The droplet formation process was illuminated by a spectra physics PIV-400 

laser. The laser is a Nd:YAG pulsed-laser equipped with dual laser heads. The output 
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wavelength of the light from the laser is 532nm. The flash lamp of each laser head 

operated at 15 Hz. The time period of each light-pulse is 6 ns, which allows any 

motion in the image to be frozen. The working fluid contains fluorescent die, which is 

excited by an input light at 532 nm wavelength, re-emits light at 612 nm wavelength. 

The image recording system included a liquid-cooled CCD camera and the 

controller, a long distance microscope lens, an optical band pass filter, and a PC used 

for image capturing and storage. The camera was a MicroMAX CCD camera from 

Princeton Instruments. The camera has a 1030 x 1300 pixel imaging array, and 

capable of recording low light intensity images with a minimum of background noise. 

The camera controller provides cooling and an input trigger for the CCD camera, 

such that the camera can be synchronized. The long distance microscope lens 

included a 10X magnification lens, a long tube, and several doublers (changes 

depending on the resolution requirement). The long tube provided about 3X 

magnification, so the total magnification factor was about 60X. The actual resolution 

was calibrated. A 600/40 nm band-path filter was used in this experimental setup. 

Since the incident laser light has wavelength of 532 nm and the wavelength of re-

emitted light is 612 nm, only re-emitted light can pass through the filter. Filtering out 

the input laser light can prevent distortion of image due to light reflection and 

surrounding effect. The software used to control the camera was “WinView 32”. The 

image was saved as “filename.SPE” files. The images were 1300 pixels by 1030 

pixels image with light intensity recorded as digital number. These image files were 
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transferred to 8-bit gray scale tagged image file format (TIFF) data files using the 

image file conversion function of WinView 32.  

An oscilloscope was used in the experimental to verify all the signals were the 

same as expected.  It is useful during experiment set-up for malfunction diagnosis.  

 

4.2 TEST CONDITIONS 

 

 

The general test plan was to document the meniscus shape under different 

droplet formation driving mechanism. This study was focused on the meniscus 

dynamic and the effect on droplet formation at different PZT driving waveforms and 

driving frequencies. Two different imaging angles were chosen for each driving 

waveform and driving frequency, designed to document the droplet formation process 

and the meniscus oscillation when the droplet formation process was driven at low 

frequency.  The detail plan is shown in Table 4.2.  

Four different waveforms, as shown in Figure 4.6, were tested in the 

experimental study. In this study, the frequency sweep was 5 kHz – 35 kHz with a 

frequency increment of 5 kHz. Based on Yang and Liburdy (2004) prediction, the 

droplet break-off time for this experimental setup is in the order of 60 ~70 µs. So the 

frequency sweep covered the discrete droplet formation, defined as “low frequency”, 

and continuous droplet formation where the liquid filament from different droplet 

formation cycle connected, defined as “high frequency”.  For “low frequency” droplet 

formation process, images were taken at two different imaging angles, 80
0
 and 45

0 
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measured from the jet direction. The 45
0 

imaging angle was designed to observe the 

meniscus dynamics inside the nozzle while 80
0
 imaging angle was designed to 

observe the overall droplet formation process. For 45
0
 imaging angle only was 

applied to “low frequency” droplet formation since the meniscus never retreats back 

to nozzle when the droplet generator was operated at high frequency range.   

 

 

 

Table 4. 2 Data collection conditions for droplet formation analysis. 

 

Frequency Waveform 80
0
 imaging angle 45

0
 imaging angle 

Three-pulse A 5kHz, 10kHz, 15kHz 5kHz, 10kHz, 15kHz 

Two-pulse 5kHz, 10kHz, 15kHz 5kHz, 10kHz, 15kHz 

Square 5kHz, 10kHz, 15kHz 5kHz, 10kHz, 15kHz 

Low 

Frequency 

Three-pulse B 5kHz, 10kHz, 15kHz  

Three-pulse A 20kHz, 25kHz, 30kHz, 

35kHz 

 

Two-pulse 20kHz, 25kHz, 30kHz, 

35kHz 

 

Square 20kHz, 25kHz, 30kHz, 

35kHz 

 

Low 

Frequency 

Three-pulse B 20kHz, 25kHz, 30kHz, 

35kHz 
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4.3 IMAGE PROCESSING 

 

The unprocessed images were recorded as 8-bit gray scale tagged image file 

format (TIFF) data files. Each of these images was 1300 pixels by 1030 pixels. The 

light intensity was recorded at each pixel location as a discrete value between zero, 

representing black, and 255, representing white. The 8-bit TIFF file had 256 discrete 

levels of intensity that can be recorded. Each image can be treated as a 2-D matrix of 

light intensity values, with each row and column representing the pixel locations. 

Taking advantage of the MATLAB ability for matrix manipulation, MATLAB image 

processing tool box was used in the image processing. The images were processed to 

obtain the meniscus shape and the droplet parameters, such as droplet volume, droplet 

velocity, droplet break-off time, and droplet break-off length. Figure 4.7 shows a 

sample image pass through the image processing steps.   

 

4.3.1 Initial Image Processing 

 

The objectives of the initial image processing step were: 1) reducing the size 

of each image to the level that was manageable for processing many images on a 

personal computer; 2) normalizing the brightness of the overall image such that the 

thin liquid filament can be seen clearly; 3) normalizing the overall brightness between 

images; and 4) reducing the noise level. In order to achieve that, three MATLAB 

subroutines, cropping, filtering, and threshold re-contrasting were constructed.  In the 

unprocessed images, the liquid jet only occupies only a small portion of the total  
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Figure 4. 7: Flow chart of image processing steps. 
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image area; the rest of the area of the image was of no interest since it contains no 

useful data. The first step in the initial image processing was to crop the image and 

remove the portion of no interest. This decreased the processing time required for the 

subsequent steps by reducing the number of pixels in the images.  The width of 

cropped image covered the whole liquid filament and the height remained the same. 

By inspecting the images, the brightest spot always occurs near the centerline of the 

liquid jet. The liquid jet center line was detected and eighty columns of pixels at each 

side of centerline were included. 

The second step in the image processing was to smooth the noise in the 

intensity values. The noise intensity level is much lower than the liquid filament light 

intensity. So the only area that required smoothing was the liquid filament interface. 

The smooth was achieved using MATLAB built-in averaging filter “wiener2.m”. This 

averaging filter has an input parameter for window size. The process of “wiener2.m” 

are: 1) estimating the mean and variance of image within the window area; 2) 

calculating the noise level based on the calculated mean and variance, which is three 

times the variance from mean; 3) filtering out the noise from the original signal and 

assign the new intensity value to each pixel. The filter window size chosen for this 

study was 3x3 matrix representing rows and columns. The filtering operation was 

applied 20 times to each image. The filtering process was applied to the entire image.  

The final step in the initial image processing was to threshold and to rescale 

the image intensity. This addressed three problems, inconsistency in overall 

brightness between different images, high intensity contrast within the thin liquid 
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filament, and the background noise. The intensity values between a threshold value 

and maximum intensity value were linearly rescaled to values between zero and one. 

The threshold level was set to be the mean intensity, ( )
threshold

I mean I= . Since a large 

portion of the cropped image was occupied by the liquid filament, the mean intensity 

value was higher than the background noise. The intensity value within each image 

has large variation, especially close to break-off. Close to break-off, the light intensity 

near break-off region was very low. To improve the light intensity near break-off 

regime, the linearly rescaled intensity value was rescaled using the square root of the 

intensity value. The light intensity distribution of image passing through the initial 

image processing step was shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9.  Figure 4.8 shows the 

radial summation of light intensity along liquid filament axial direction. The four 

different featured lines represent each step of initial image processing. Nozzle plane 

and leading edge was determined from the light intensity distribution shown in Figure 

4.8. From studying the light intensity distribution of several images, the criterion for 

determining the nozzle plane and leading edge was the light intensity gradient. Figure 

4.9 shows the light intensity distribution across the liquid filament at three different 

axial positions. Figure 4.9 shows that the light intensity was improved significantly 

for the thin liquid filament. This is critical for liquid filament shape detection when 

close to break-off phenomenon. 

The image after initial image process is plotted with the driving signal, and 

saved in TIFF format. Figure 4.10 shows a sample image saved after initial image 

processing.  
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Figure 4. 8: Summation of sample light intensity along axial direction 

after initial image processing; (a) liquid filament passed through the 

process; (b) radial summation of light intensity.  
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Figure 4. 9: Sample light intensity distribution of three rows of pixels 

of sample image during different phase of image processing.  
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Figure 4. 10: Sample image saved after initial image processing.   

 

 

 

4.3.2 Leading Edge Detection and Droplet Velocity Calculation 

 

The leading edge detection process was to determine the nozzle position and 

the lead edge position based on the processed image. The intensity value along the 

liquid filament center-line was recorded. By checking the light intensity distribution, 

it was determined that there was a sharp change at the nozzle exit plane and the 

leading edge. Figure 4.11 shows a sample of the intensity gradient along liquid 

filament axial direction and the liquid filament shape detected. As shown in Figure 

4.11, the intensity gradient reaches a local maximum value near the nozzle exit plane 

and local minimum value near the leading edge. The nozzle exit plane was 
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determined by the maximum intensity gradient. The leading edge was determined by 

a threshold intensity gradient value. The threshold intensity gradient value was set to 

be 0.8 times the minimum intensity gradient value. Of the pixels that matched the 

criteria, the pixel closest to nozzle exit plane was counted as the leading edge 

position. The liquid filament from multiple droplet formation cycle were present 

within the field of view when the droplet formation process was driven at high 

frequency, consequently there were more than one leading edge present which 

matched the criteria of leading edge definition. Of the pixels that matched the leading 

edge definition, only the pixel location closest to nozzle exit plane was counted as the 

leading edge position. In Figure 4.11, the top figure shows the image after initial 

image processing, center shows the light intensity gradient distribution, and bottom 

shows the section of image between detected nozzle plane and leading edge. Figure 

4.11 indicates that the edge detection criteria developed is efficient for image 

processing.  

Time sequenced leading edge position and nozzle plane position were 

calculated based on the time sequenced images. The liquid filament length, defined as 

the distance between leading edge position and nozzle plane, was documented. Time 

varying droplet velocity was defined as the derivative of the time varying liquid 

filament length respect to time. The liquid filament length was filtered 10 times by a 

running average filter and the droplet velocity was calculated based on the filtered 

liquid filament length. Figure 4.12 shows a sample of the time variation of liquid 

filament length and the time variation of droplet velocity. Figure 4.12.a shows the 
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droplet tip position time variation and Figure 4.12.b shows the droplet velocity time 

variation. In Figure 4.12, all parameters are non-dimensional based on capillary scales 

defined in equation (3.11). 

 

Figure 4. 11: Gradient of light intensity distribution in Figure 4.8; a) image 

after initial image processing; b) light intensity gradient distribution; and c) 

the section of image between detected nozzle plane and leading edge. 
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Figure 4. 12: Non-dimensional liquid filament leading edge position versus time 

and non-dimensional liquid filament leading edge velocity versus time; (a) liquid 

filament leading edge position; (b) liquid filament leading edge velocity. 

 

 

  

4.3.3 Droplet Volume Calculation 

 

The liquid filament shape was detected based on the image after initial image 

processing. The droplet volume was calculated based on the liquid filament shape 

detected. The liquid filament shape detection criteria developed for this study was the 

intensity gradient cross the liquid filament. There were two issues related to liquid 

filament shape detection: 1) intensity contamination near the nozzle due to light 
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emitted from liquid inside nozzle or liquid contamination at exit plane surface; 2) part 

of the liquid filament is slightly out of focus due to the to the slight imaging angle. 

The slight out of focus caused the non-zero intensity value in the region close to 

liquid filament. To overcome these issues, the liquid filament shape was detected 

based on the intensity gradient.  By checking different images, the intensity gradient 

reaches a maximum value near the liquid filament surface. The pair of edge locations 

cross the liquid filament was documented, and filament diameter, d, was defined by 

the difference between upper edge and lower edge. The liquid filament diameter was 

documented along the liquid filament axial direction. Figure 4.13 shows a sample 

liquid filament shape based on edge detection. In Figure 4.13, top part shows the  

 
Figure 4. 13: Liquid filament shape detected from image processing; 

top figure shows the image and bottom shows the shape detected. 
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image of liquid filament after image processing and the bottom part shows the liquid 

filament shape obtained from liquid filament shape detection. 

Droplet volume was calculated based on equation, 

2

2

d
Vol zπ δ

 
= ⋅ ⋅ 

 
∑ , 

where the increment in z-coordinate is fixed, 1 pixel. This method was valid under the 

assumption that the liquid filament is axial symmetric along center line. The time 

variation of droplet volume was documented for each droplet formation process. 

Figure 4.14 shows a sample time variation of droplet volume detected by the image 

processing program. In Figure 4.14, the droplet volume and time are non-

dimensionalized by capillary scales defined in equation (3.11).  

 

 

Figure 4. 14: Sample non-dimensional droplet volume versus time. 
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4.3.4 Droplet Break-off time 

 

Droplet break-off time and break-off length were two parameters analyzed in 

this study. The droplet break-off occurs near nozzle exit plane and can be well 

captured when the droplet formation was driven at 10 kHz or lower frequency. The 

droplet break-off occurs at a position out far from nozzle exit plane and out of view 

when the droplet formation was driven at 15 kHz or higher frequency. For high 

frequency droplet formation, the droplet break-off was detected separately by 

reducing camera resolution. To capture the uncertainty of droplet break-off time due 

to repeatability, three to five images were taken at the time close to droplet break-off. 

The time of the image was documented for each image taken. Figure 4.15 shows a 

sample image of droplet break-off taken at reduced resolution. Droplet break-off was 

obtained by inspection of droplet break-off images. The droplet break-off time was 

defined as the time lag between break-off and the initiation of droplet formation 

signal. Droplet break-off length was detected by counting the pixel difference 

between nozzle plane and break-off position.  

 

 

Figure 4. 15: Sample image for droplet break-off detection. 
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4.4  RESOLUTION CALIBRATION 

  

 There were three different camera setups used in this study with each focused 

on different aspect of the droplet formation process, specifically the droplet formation 

process and droplet parameters, near nozzle region meniscus dynamics, and the high 

frequency droplet formation break-off phenomenon. The resolution was calibrated in 

order to obtain droplet parameters in order to compare with LEM results. The 

resolution was calibrated using a standard optical device from Optic Technology INC. 

The images of optical device were inspected to make sure there was no defect on the 

image such that the calibration results were altered. Figure 4.16 shows a sample 

image of the optical device. In Figure 4.16, the bright region shows a 0.1mm width 

transparent line. The distance between two lines is 0.3mm center to center. The 

calibration procedure was: 1) obtaining the tilting angle; 2) counting the edge to edge 

pixel numbers for each row; 3) obtaining the mean and standard deviation the pixel 

numbers obtained in step 2; and 4) obtaining setup resolution based on known 

dimension and pixel number corrected by the tilting angel. The mean value was 

considered as the calibrated resolution and the twice the standard deviation was 

defined as the uncertainty of calibration. The calibrated resolution and standard 

deviation are show in Table 4.3 
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Figure 4. 16: Sample image of the optical device for calibration. 

   

   

Table 4. 3 Imaging system resolution calibration results. 

 

Setup Resolution: (µm/pixel) Uncertainty: 2σ/mean 

Case 1 0.4295 1.42 % 

Case 2 0.8135 2.15 % 

Case 3 0.2193 1.13 % 
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4.5 UNCERTAINTY 

 

In this section, the issues causing the uncertainty and the corresponding 

uncertainty levels are analyzed. The issues causing droplet parameter uncertainties 

were as follows: 1) the repeatability of droplet formation process; 2) the difference 

among different droplet generators; 3) the image processing steps; and 4) the imaging 

system resolution. The time sequenced droplet formation process was documented 

from different droplet generation cycles. The full process of droplet formation was 

valid under the assumption that the droplet formation process was highly repeatable. 

There were 448 droplet generators in the droplet generation device. The droplet 

formation process was studied using the same droplet generator for each droplet 

formation case. But the experimental study was completed in several weeks and the 

imaging system needs to be refocused each day. So the droplet formation process 

images for different cases were possibly obtained from different droplet generators. In 

order to compare the droplet parameters for different cases, the variance of droplet 

formation process from different droplet generators was to be studied. The images 

were processed through an image processing program developed for this study in 

order to obtain the droplet parameters. There were certain input parameters to the 

image processing program and the sensitivity of droplet parameters to the parametric 

input of the image processing program was to be studied also. The final issue related 

to droplet parameters is the CCD camera resolution. The liquid filament only 

occupied part of a pixel near liquid filament edge. So the resolution of CCD camera 
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can cause uncertainty of droplet parameters. The uncertainty due to CCD camera 

resolution is ±0.5 pixels.  

The repeatability test of droplet formation process was tested by comparing 

droplet parameters obtained from images taken under same droplet formation 

condition. Up to 25 images were taken for each droplet generator with the same PZT 

driving condition. The droplet formation process from different droplet generator was 

tested by comparing droplet parameters from images taken using different droplet 

generators under same droplet formation condition. Up to five different droplet 

generators, named as droplet generator A, B, C, D, E, were tested to capture the 

uncertainty due to different droplet generators. The uncertainty due to droplet 

generator was tested by comparing droplet parameters from different droplet 

generators. Table 4.4 shows the test condition for repeatability test.  

 

Table 4. 4 Test conditions for repeatability test. 

 

Droplet generator Test condition No of images 

 Waveform Frequency  Time delay  

A Two pulse waveform 25 khz 30 µs 25 

B Two pulse waveform 25 khz 30 µs 25 

C Two pulse waveform 25 khz 30 µs 25 

D Two pulse waveform 25 khz 30 µs 25 

E Two pulse waveform 25 khz 30 µs 25 
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The droplet formation condition was two-pulse waveform running at 25 kHz 

frequency with 30 µs delay relative to droplet formation signal. The images were 

processed using the image processing program developed. The droplet volume and 

liquid filament length for each case were obtained and documented. The mean and 

standard deviation of the droplet volume and liquid filament length were calculated. 

The uncertainty was defined as twice the standard deviation, 2*σ (V
*
) and 2*σ (L

*
).  

The mean droplet values from the five droplet generators were compared and the 

standard deviation was calculated. Twice the standard deviation was defined as the 

uncertainty due to different droplet generators.   

Figure 4.17 shows the variation of droplet volume and liquid filament length 

for each droplet generator. Figure 4.17.a is the droplet volume and Figure 4.17.b is 

the liquid filament length. The droplet volume and liquid filament length are non-

dimensional based on capillary scales. A summary of the uncertainty analysis result is 

shown in Table 4.5. Table 4.5 presents the uncertain analysis result by case to case 

study. The average of uncertainty for these five droplet generators is defined as the 

uncertainty due to droplet generation repeatability. The droplet parameters from each 

droplet generators are compared and the uncertainty level due to different droplet 

generator is calculated also. The uncertainty due to droplet generators is defined as 

three times the standard deviation of the droplet parameters for these five droplet 

generators. Table 4.6 shows the uncertainty analysis result due to repeatability for this 

study. 
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Figure 4. 17: Droplet volume and droplet leading edge position versus repeats for 

repeatability test; (a) droplet volume; (b) droplet leading edge position. 
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Table 4.5 Summary of case to case study of uncertainty for repeatability tests; all 

parameter are non-dimensional based on capillary scales. 

 

Parameter Droplet generator Mean value  2σ 2σ/mean*100% 

A 1.127 0.036 3.17 

B 1.180 0.039 3.33 

C 1.124 0.066 5.89 

D 1.132  0.060 5.28 

Non-

dimensional 

droplet 

volume  
E 1.126  0.073 6.03 

A 5.762 0.156 2.7 

B  5.537 0.110 1.99 

C  5.673 0.210  3.65 

D  5.580 0.161 2.89 

Non-

dimensional 

liquid 

filament 

length E  5.599 0.249  4.36 

 

 

 

Table 4. 6: Summary of uncertainty analysis for repeatability test. 
  

Parameter Droplet parameter Mean value  2σ 2σ/mean*100% 

Droplet volume 1.1377 0.054 4.74 Image 

repeatability Droplet lead-edge 5.630 0.177  3.14 

Droplet volume 1.1377 0.048 4.19 Generators 

repeatability Droplet lead-edge 5.630 0.178  3.15 

 

 

The image processing can introduce droplet parameter variation due to the 

filtering operation, intensity threshold and re-scaling, and definition of criteria for 

edge detection. All the operations applied in image processing can change the 

intensity distribution. The variation of intensity distribution can introduce certain 
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uncertain to droplet parameters such as droplet volume, liquid filament length, and 

droplet velocity. Since the interest of this study was the droplet parameters, the 

uncertain analysis was focused on the overall uncertainty of image processing. This 

was achieved by measuring the droplet parameters by changing the image processing 

program input variables. Table 4.7 shows the input variables for the image processing 

program, the variables is varied within the range tested in developing the image 

processing programming. The droplet formation processing images selected for image 

processing were three-pulse waveform A driven at 5 kHz. There were 60 time 

sequenced droplet formation images within the case selected. The uncertainty 

analysis based on these images was considered as the uncertainty level in this study. 

 

Table 4. 7 Parametric study of image processing introduced uncertainty. 
   

Image processing step Input variable Test range 

Filtering  Repeat times  5, 10, 20
*
, 50, 100 

Intensity rescale Rescale method Linear, SQRT
* 

Edge detect Intensity gradient (x*max) x=0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9
*
, 1 

Threshold intensity Mean + N*σ N = 0
*
, 1, 2, 3 

Note: 
* 
indicates the parameter input for subsequence image processing 

 

 

The droplet parameters chosen for uncertain analysis were droplet volume, 

liquid filament length, and droplet leading edge velocity.  There were around 60 time 

sequenced images in that case selected, starting from meniscus coming from nozzle to 

droplet break-off. The output parameters of the sensitivity test were the droplet 
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volume and liquid filament length, V
*
(t) and L

*
(t). The mean and standard deviation 

of the droplet volume and liquid filament length were calculated for each image by 

changing the image processing program input variables. The uncertainty of droplet 

volume and liquid filament leading edge position were defined as the twice the 

standard deviation of corresponding parameter, 2*σ(V
*
) and 2*σ(L

*
). The leading 

edge velocity was calculated based on the time sequenced liquid filament length, 

L
*
(t). Since the uncertain in time for this experimental test is determined by the laser 

pulse time width, which is ± 3 ns. So the uncertain on imaging time effect on leading 

edge velocity is neglected. The uncertainty of leading edge velocity was defined as 

the uncertainty of leading edge position divided by the time step between images, 

which was 1 µs for this study. The time sequenced liquid filament length, L
*
(t), was 

passed through a running average filter. By which the uncertainty due to repeatability 

test were minimized. Since the time sequenced images were from different droplet 

generation cycle, the uncertain due to repeatability were inherent in the time 

sequenced images. In order to obtain the leading edge velocity uncertainty due to 

image processing, the uncertain due to repeatability has to be minimized.  

The time sequenced liquid filament length and the uncertainty due to image 

processing is shown in Figure 4.18. In Figure 4.18, the x-axis is the non-dimensional 

time and the y-axis is the liquid filament length and uncertainty of liquid filament 

length for Figure 4.18.a and Figure 4.18.b, respectively. The liquid filament length 

and the uncertainty are non-dimensional based on capillary scales. The uncertainty of 

liquid filament length is defined as the average of the uncertain in Figure 4.18.b. 
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Figure 4.18 shows that the liquid filament length uncertainty due to image processing 

is about 0.07 times the capillary length scale. Since the liquid filament length is in the 

order of 10 times the capillary length scale, the uncertainty is small.   

 

 
Figure 4. 18: Droplet leading edge position versus time and the uncertainty versus 

time; (a) leading edge position; (b) the uncertainty; parameters is non-dimensional 

based on capillary scales. 
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The uncertainty of leading edge velocity, u
*
(t), is calculated based on the 

uncertainty in liquid filament length divided by the time step. The time step was 1 µs, 

0.061 times the capillary time scale. So the uncertainty of leading edge position 

velocity is about 1.154 times the capillary velocity scale. The uncertainty of velocity 

is dependent on the time step between images. So the final droplet velocity is 

calculated based on average of leading edge velocity over a time period. The time 

period defining droplet velocity is defined as when the time varying leading edge 

velocity reaches a constant value. By taking the average over a time span, the 

uncertainty in final droplet velocity is reduced. The time span for droplet velocity 

definition is at least 10 µs, 0.61 times the capillary time scale.  So the droplet velocity 

uncertainty was 0.1154 times the capillary velocity scale. 

The uncertainty of droplet volume due to image processing sensitivity test is 

shown in Figure 4.19. The uncertainty in Figure 4.19.a is calculated based on all cases 

tested in the image processing sensitivity test and the uncertainty in Figure 4.19.b 

excludes the cases of threshold intensity variation. Figure 4.19 shows that threshold 

intensity can cause higher uncertainty when t
*
>2.0. This is because the liquid filament 

starts necking after t
*
=1.5. As the liquid filament necks, the light intensity of the thin 

liquid filament is much lower than the leading edge part. When rescaling the light 

intensity, part of the thin liquid filament is treated as noise due to definition of 

threshold intensity. Proper definition of threshold intensity value is critical to the thin 

liquid filament but has a minor effect on the leading edge. The definition of threshold 

intensity in this study was the mean intensity of the cropped image. Since liquid 
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filament fills a large portion in the cropped image, the mean value is already higher 

than the background noise and the standard deviation is high due to large variation of 

light intensity. Figure 4.19 also shows that the uncertainty is close to constant if 

consistently using the mean value as the threshold intensity. The uncertainty of 

droplet volume is the order of 0.06 times the capillary volume scales.  

 

 
Figure 4. 19: Droplet volume uncertainty versus time; (a) over all case studied in 

sensitivity test; (b) without varying threshold intensity (N=0 in Table 4.7); parameters 

are non-dimensional based on capillary scales. 
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Figure 4.20 shows the droplet volume versus time and the uncertainty versus 

time. Figure 4.20.a shows the droplet volume uncertainty and Figure 4.20.b shows the 

droplet volume with one representative uncertainty bar. The definition of droplet 

volume uncertainty is the same as Figure 4.19.b. Figure 4.20 shows that the droplet 

volume uncertainty is about 5-6%.  

 
Figure 4. 20: Droplet volume versus time and the uncertainty versus time; the 

threshold intensity used in image processing is the mean value over entire cropped 

image; (a) leading edge position; (b) the uncertainty; parameters is non-dimensional 

based on capillary scales. 
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A summary of uncertainty analysis due to image processing sensitivity test is 

shown in Table 4.8. Table 4.8 shows that the image processing obtains consistent 

droplet parameter, droplet volume and droplet leading edge position, but not the time 

varying droplet leading edge velocity. Since the velocity uncertainty is defined by the 

liquid filament length uncertainty divided by the time step, the velocity uncertainty 

can be reduced by increasing the time step. The time step for velocity calculation can 

be increased by taking the average of liquid filament velocity over a fixed time span, 

10 µs for this study. The droplet velocity uncertainty is defined by the liquid filament 

length uncertainty divided by the time interval of the time span for velocity 

averaging.  

In addition to the uncertainty discussed above. The droplet parameter obtained 

above has a biased error because of the imaging angle. As shown in Table 4.2, the 

droplet parameter is obtained based on 80
0
 imaging angle measured from liquid 

filament axial direction. So the spatial step in liquid filament axial direction is not one 

pixel, but 1 pixel/sin(80). So the droplet volume, break-off length, droplet velocity is 

under estimated by 1.5 percent.   

 

Table 4. 8 Summary of uncertainty analysis for repeatability test. 
  

Droplet parameter ε ε/mean*100% 

Droplet volume 0.040 ~5.44 

Droplet lead-edge 0.046 <1% 

Velocity time variation 0.769 ~20-40% 

Droplet velocity:  0.077 ~2-4% 
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5. RESULTS 

 

  

5.1 LUMPED ELEMENT MODEL 

 

Drop-on-demand (DOD) droplet generation is a surface tension driven process 

when the liquid filament is outside of the nozzle exit plane. But for PZT driven 

formation process, the formation of liquid filament is dependent on the droplet 

generator acoustic-mechanical performance. As a result, the droplet formation 

process and droplet parameters are affected by the droplet generator design and the 

input PZT driving signal. In this study, the droplet generator acoustic-mechanical 

behavior was modeled by lumped-element model (LEM). Parameters such as 

volumetric flow rate time variation and volumetric rejection for each droplet 

generation cycle were studied for different PZT driving waveform and driving 

frequency. Since the volumetric rejection of droplet generator dominates the droplet 

volume, the LEM need to be validated by some measurable droplet parameters.  

In this study, the LEM was validated with the time variation of volumetric 

rejection and the volumetric rejection frequency variation. The experimental data was 

obtained from time sequenced droplet images. The experimental volumetric rejection 

was calculated based on the total volumetric content within the liquid filament from 

same droplet generation cycle. The time variation of volumetric rejection was 

compared with that from LEM. The experimental volumetric rejection was obtained 
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for different cases. The waveform and frequency dependency of volumetric rejection 

was compared with that from LEM also.  

 

5.1.1 Lumped Element Model Results  

 

Figure 5.1 shows the frequency response of the droplet generator volumetric 

rejection for each droplet generation cycle, driven by sinusoidal waveform input. The 

frequency and fluid volumetric rejection was normalized by the capillary scales. The 

capillary scales defined for this study is given in Table 4.3. The PZT volumetric 

displacement magnitude is twice the capillary volumetric scale. In Figure 5.1, the 

fluid volumetric rejection reaches maximum value at around f
*
=1.8, which 

corresponding to the natural frequency of the droplet ejector. The natural frequency 

of droplet generator is a result of the acoustic compressibility, drag force and the flow 

inertia in the orifice and the refill port. Responding to PZT volumetric displacement, 

fluid in the chamber is compressed or flows in/out from the inlet port or nozzle. There 

is a phase shift relative to PZT displacement for the flow in each section of the 

droplet generator and the phase shift is frequency dependent. At a given frequency, 

the total flow through nozzle and refill port is close to 180 degree out phase with PZT 

displacement. As a result, a large amount of flow goes through compression. And the 

volume change due to compression cause very high acoustic pressure. The volumetric 

rejection of the droplet generator is constant up to f
*
=1. Since the droplet generator 

non-dimensional operation frequency is below 0.7, the droplet generator volumetric 

rejection is expected to be weakly affected by PZT driving frequency.  
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Figure 5. 1: Nozzle rejection volume versus frequency from LEM 

results; PZT driven by sinusoidal waveform with non-dimensional 

volume magnitude VPZT
*
=2. 

 

 

The droplet generator’s natural frequency is dependent on the droplet 

generator design and the working fluid acoustic properties. For DOD droplet 

formation, design of droplet generator with working frequency far from natural 

frequency is critical for minimizing the droplet parameter frequency dependency. 

The PZT driving waveform effect on droplet generator volumetric rejection 

was studied for the four different waveforms in this study. The four waveforms have 

a period around 20~24 µs, so the operating frequency has to be below 40 kHz. The 

frequency range tested in the experimental study was 5 kHz to 35 kHz. The frequency 

range chosen covered the droplet formation process from “low frequency”, where 
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liquid filament from different droplet formation cycle is discrete, to “high frequency” 

droplet formation, where liquid filament from different droplet formation cycle is 

connected. Due to the liquid filament connection, meniscus interaction effect on 

droplet formation process is present. The impulse input, defined as the time 

integration of the PZT positive volumetric displacement, difference is shown in Table 

5.1. The impulse input is a parameter related to the driving force input to the liquid 

filament. By equation 
V

V
cP

δ
ρ ⋅⋅= 2 , the impulse input shown in Table 5.1 is 

2 0

tV
I P dt

c

δ

ρ
= ⋅ ⋅

⋅ ∫ . The volume change Vδ  is the volume change resulted from PZT 

volumetric displacement. So the impulse defined here represents the driving force 

input to the liquid filament from the PZT volumetric displacement. 

 

Table 5. 1: Impulse input of the four waveforms; non-dimensional 

based on capillary scales. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 shows the volume rejection of LEM variation as a function of 

frequency. Figure 5.2 indicates that the waveform has certain effect on the fluid 

volumetric rejection. Square waveform has higher volume rejection than any other 

Waveform Impulse time period Impulse input 

Three-pulse A 0.3161 0.3599 

Two-pulse 0.3161 0.3599 

Three-pulse B 0.2634 0.3276 

square 0.6960 1.1640 
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three waveforms. As shown in Figure 4.6, the square waveform has much longer 

positive volumetric displacement time period, so the positive acoustic pressure time 

period is expected to be longer also. The acoustic pressure magnitude is expected to 

be dependent on the PZT volumetric displacement magnitude, which is about same 

for all four waveforms.  As a result, square waveform has highest momentum input to 

the fluid and more fluid rejected.  Three-pulse waveform B has shortest momentum 

input to the fluid, and the volume rejection from the droplet generator is smallest 

among these four waveforms. Compared with three-pulse waveform A, two-pulse 

waveform has larger volumetric rejection for each droplet generation cycle. This is 

because the third negative pressure pulse in three-pulse waveform A caused certain 

flow retreat back into the droplet generator.  

Figure 5.2 shows that the volumetric rejection decreases slightly at f
*
 of 

approximately 0.6. The volumetric rejection decrement with frequency does not 

match that shown in Figure 5.1 which shows V
*
 equal to a constant before the natural 

frequency. The mismatch is possibly resulted by the piecewise linear design of the 

four waveforms. The piecewise linear waveform causes sudden change in acoustic 

pressure at the turning point of the waveform design. The sudden change in acoustic 

pressure is eventually damped out due to viscous damping, but takes some time. The 

exact time taken for the sudden change in acoustic pressure to die out is not known. 

One way to estimate the acoustic pressure decay time is based on the natural 

frequency. The decay of acoustic pressure is because of the outflow at nozzle and/or 

inlet. The time scale can be defined as the inverse of the droplet generator natural 
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frequency. As shown in Figure 3.6, the natural frequency for the droplet generator is 

about 200 kHz, so the time scale for droplet generator is about 5 µs. Responding to a 

step PZT displacement, the acoustic pressures in the chamber decay/grow 

exponentially. The exponential growth/decay time constant is close to the time scale 

defined by the droplet generator natural frequency. At higher operating frequency, the 

time distance between two droplet generation signals is short. For square waveform, 

the time distance is about 4 µs and 1 µs for 35 kHz (f
*
= 0.58)

 
and 35 kHz (f

*
=0.67) 

respectively. The sudden change does not die out before the next droplet generation 

signal is initiated. The meniscus interaction between different droplet generations 

cycles causes the variation of droplet volumetric displacement. The interaction effect 

is waveform dependent as shown in Figure 5.2.    

 

Figure 5. 2: Nozzle rejection volume versus frequency for four different 

waveforms used in this study; the peak PZT volume displacement is about two 

times the capillary volume scales. 
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The volumetric rejection time variation and the PZT volumetric displacement 

time variation are shown in Figure 5.3 for these four different waveforms. Where a 

positive PZT volumetric displacement indicates that the chamber is compressed and a 

negative PZT volumetric displacement indicates that the chamber is expanded. A 

positive volumetric rejection indicates fluid is ejected and a negative volumetric 

rejection indicates that the fluid is retreated inside the nozzle. Figure 5.3 indicates that 

the droplet generator volumetric rejection is in the order of PZT volumetric 

displacement. The volumetric flow rate through nozzle is dominated by the PZT 

driving waveform. As shown in Figure 5.2, the driving frequency has minor effect on 

droplet generator volumetric displacement, so the driving frequency shown in Figure 

5.3 is set to be 25 kHz. Figure 5.3 indicates that the droplet volumetric rejection 

increases when the PZT has positive volumetric displacement. This is because the 

positive PZT volumetric displacement generates a positive acoustic pressure, so the 

flow in nozzle is accelerated. The backward movement of PZT decelerates the flow in 

the nozzle, so the volumetric rejection reaches maximum value slightly after the 

driving waveform stopped. The droplet generator volumetric rejection oscillates 

slightly after the PZT stopped, but the oscillation magnitude is small because the 

acoustic pressure dies out quickly.   

A summary of the droplet generator volumetric displacement time frames in 

Figure 5.2 is shown in Table 5.2. Eight parameters are chosen to represent the droplet 

generator volumetric rejection time variation. The eight parameters are, Vmin for the 

minimum volumetric retreat, Tmin for the time of volumetric retreat reaches minimum  
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Figure 5. 3: Nozzle volume rejected versus time for four different waveforms 

used in this study plotted with PZT volume displacement versus time where 

positive PZT volume means volume compression; (a) three pulse waveform 

A; (b) three pulse waveform B; (c) two pulse waveform; (d) square waveform. 

 

 

value, Vmax for maximum volumetric rejection, Tmax for time of volumetric ejection 

reaches maximum value, Vmin2 for minimum volumetric rejection at secondary 

retreat, Tmin2 for time of secondary volumetric retreat reaches minimum value, Vfinal 

for final volumetric rejection, and Tfinal for the time to reach final volumetric rejection 
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(reaches 99% of final volumetric rejection). Depending on the driving waveform, 

some of the parameters may not apply to that waveform. Comparing Vmax of the four 

waveforms, it can be found that the maximum volumetric retreat is about same order. 

This is due to the first pulse in the four waveforms are in the same order, which 

caused the volumetric retreat is to be the same order for these four waveforms. Due to 

the difference of impulse input of these four waveforms, the maximum volumetric 

displacement is different for these four waveforms. Higher impulse input generates 

slightly higher volumetric displacement. The third wave pulse generates a secondary 

retreat, as shown in three-pulse waveform A and three-pulse waveform B. But the 

secondary retreat magnitude is much smaller than the volumetric rejection. Table 5.2 

also shows that the volumetric rejection reach steady state value about t
*
=0.5 time 

delay after the PZT stops. The time taken for volumetric rejection reaches its final 

state value is slightly depends on the waveform, because the waveform length differs 

slightly also. 

 

Table 5. 2: Summary of lumped element model result. 

 

 

Waveform Tmin Vmin Tmax  Vmax Tmin2 Vmin2 
Tfinal 

(99%) 

Vfinal 

Three-

pulse A 

0.7601 -0.2967 1.2150 1.1344 1.5801 1.0577 1.8434 1.1156 

Two-pulse 
0.7601 -0.2871 Na Na Na Na 1.6878 1.3193 

Three-

pulse B 

0.6584 -0.3038 1.0713 1.0063 1.4364 0.9104 1.7536 0.9828 

square 
0.7900 -0.311 Na Na Na Na 1.9571 1.4714 
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5.1.2 Lumped Element Model Versus Experimental Results 

 

Figure 5.4 shows the liquid filament volume time variation for the four 

different waveforms covered in this study, compared with volumetric rejection of 

LEM. The liquid filament volume is defined as the total volume of the liquid filament 

from same droplet generation cycle starting from liquid filament leaving the nozzle. 

As shown in section 5.1, the volumetric rejection is weakly affected by the frequency 

within the operating frequency range. The LEM results shown in Figure 5.4 are 

obtained based on 15 kHz operating frequency. The experimental uncertainty is 

shown in Figure 5.4 also. 

 

 
Figure 5. 4: Nozzle volume rejected versus time for LEM results 

compared with experimental results; (a) three-pulse waveform A; (b) 

three-pulse waveform B; (c) two-pulse waveform; (d) square waveform.  
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Figure 5.4 indicates that the liquid filament volume from experiment matches 

with the volumetric rejection from LEM prediction for all these four waveforms 

tested in this study. Two parameters are chosen to quantify the agreement of LEM 

results with the experimental results. The two parameters are the root mean square 

(RMS) of the volumetric rejection difference between the LEM and experimental 

results, volume RMS, and the time difference when the volumetric rejection reaches 

95% of maximum valume, ∆tmax. Table 5.3 shows the two parameters defined for 

these four waveforms. As shown in Figure 5.4, the volumetric rejection of the droplet 

generator is in the order of 1.5 times the capillary volume scale. The volumetric RMS 

value is about 10% of the volumetric rejection. So the LEM results is reasonable 

accurate. 

 

Table 5. 3: Characteristic of the agreement of LEM results with 

experimental results; all results are non-dimensional by capillary scales. 

. 

Waveform 
Three-pulse 

waveform A 

Three-pulse 

waveform B 

Two-pulse 

waveform 

Square 

waveform 

Volume RMS 0.143 0.170 0.158 0.131 

∆tmax 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.2 

 

 

The validation of the frequency response for the LEM based on droplet 

volumetric rejection is shown in Figure 5.5 with the uncertainty level shown also. 

The experimental data is the averaged volumetric rejection after t*>2.0. As shown in 

Figure 5.4, by the time of t*=2.0 the droplet generator volumetric rejection reaches a 

constant value. Figure 5.5 shows that the droplet generator volumetric rejection from  
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Figure5. 5: Nozzle volume rejection versus frequency for four 

different waveforms; comparison between LEM with experimental 

observation; (a) three pulse waveform A; (b) three pulse waveform B; 

(c) two pulse waveform; (d) square waveform.  

 

 

LEM matches with the experimental results when f
*
<0.3 for all the four waveforms 

tested. But the experimental results indicate that the volumetric rejection decrease 

with frequency which does not match that predicted. The decrement of volumetric 
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rejection with frequency is due to the meniscus interaction between two droplet 

formation cycle which will be discussed in Section 5.3. The LEM only models the 

acoustic-mechanical behavior within the droplet generator. The meniscus interaction 

effect, which occurs outside the droplet generator, is not modeled by the LEM. The 

meniscus interaction has minor effect on the droplet generator internal behavior when 

driven at low frequency, f
*
 <0.3. But the meniscus interaction reduces the droplet 

generator volumetric rejection when driven at high frequency. Figure 5.5 also shows 

that the volumetric rejection of droplet generator is dominated by the PZT driving 

signal input, which is the driving force in LEM. The meniscus interaction which is 

present at “high frequency” droplet formation process can affect the volumetric 

rejection by certain level. But the meniscus interaction effect on droplet parameter is 

much smaller than the droplet generator internal acoustic-mechanical effect. The 

validation results indicates that the LEM properly captures the droplet generator 

overall behavior. So the LEM results helps explaining the droplet formation process 

occurred outside the nozzle exit plane.        

 

 

5.2 DROPLET FORMATION VISUALIZATION 

 

The liquid filament shape, especially when the liquid filament initially 

emerging from nozzle, is waveform dependent. This is because the PZT displacement 

dominates the acoustic pressure variation within the chamber. The liquid filament 

shape is a coupled phenomenon of acoustic pressure, working fluidic properties, and 
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nozzle geometric parameter. Daniels and Liburdy (2006) study showed that the 

meniscus shape is frequency dependent. By checking the fluidic properties and 

geometry in this study, higher modal meniscus shape does not occur in this study. 

This is because the nozzle diameter used in this study was small, which requires very 

high PZT driving frequency. According to Daniels and Liburdy (2006) correlation, 

the second modal frequency for this study is about 55 kHz. The PZT driving 

frequency tested in this study was well below the second modal frequency predicted 

by Daniels and Liburdy (2006) correlation. Since the operating frequency of the 

droplet generator was below 38 kHz, higher modal shape does not occur in this study. 

But the meniscus shape might be dependent on the PZT driving waveform. And 

different initial meniscus shape, resulted from different waveforms, might change the 

overall droplet formation process. In this section, the meniscus shape dependency on 

waveform is focused on the early stage of droplet formation. The different droplet 

formation process resulted from different waveform is presented also.   

Figure 5.6 shows a sample of meniscus shapes at different times for two 

different PZT driving waveforms. The four images for each waveform were taken 

exactly at same time. Figure 5.6 clearly shows that the PZT driving waveform has 

significant effect on the meniscus shapes. The cone shape meniscus for square 

waveform means high acceleration near center line region of nozzle. And this cone 

shape leads to a thin leading edge and thick trailing liquid filament. The thick trailing 

liquid filament eventually formed a low speed trailing tail, as shown in Figure 5.6. 

The low speed trailing tail will eventually form into satellite droplets when the PZT is 
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driven at low frequency. Figure 5.6 shows that the front tip of square waveform is 

much smaller than that of three-pulse waveform A. The thin front tip forms a much 

smaller droplet from the leading tip when the droplet formation process is driven at 

low frequency. When PZT is driven at high frequency, the liquid filament from 

different droplet generation cycle is connected and the low speed trailing tail merges 

into next droplet formation cycle. The formation of low speed trailing tail makes the 

droplet formation process frequency dependent, which is not desired in DOD droplet 

formation. Based on Figure 5.6, it is predicted that a semi-hemisphere shape leading 

edge leads to much thinner trailing tail as shown for the three-pulse waveform A.   

 

                                 (a)                                                                    (b) 

                              t
*
=1.0                                                                t

*
=1.0  

 
                              t

*
=1.3                                                                t

*
=1.3  

 
                              t

*
=1.6                                                                t

*
=1.6  

 
                              t

*
=1.9                                                                t

*
=1.9  

 
Figure 5. 6: Liquid filament shape for different waveform at four 

different time in sequence; (a) three-burst A waveform at 5 kHz; (b) 

square waveform at 5 kHz; the four images for each waveform are 

taken at same time t
*
 =1.0, 1.3, 1.6, and 1.9 respectively. 
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Figure 5.7 shows that the meniscus shape for four different waveforms used 

in this study. The images in Figure 5.7 were taken at exactly same time, t
*
 of 

approximately 1.0. Figure 5.7 shows that the meniscus shape is semi-spherical shape 

for three-pulse waveform A, three-pulse waveform B, and two-pulse waveform, but 

cone shape for square waveform. There are two possible reasons leading to the 

different meniscus shapes shown in Figure 5.7, the meniscus retreating and the nozzle 

flow acceleration time period. For low frequency droplet formation, the LEM results 

show that the maximum nozzle volumetric retreat is about 0.2 times the capillary 

volume scale. The meniscus shape is expected to be arc shape based on the velocity 

profile prediction in Figure 3.7. The volumetric retreat indicates that the meniscus is 

deep inside the nozzle at the end of retreating period. Since the meniscus is deep 

inside the nozzle at the end of retreating period, the flow is close to plug flow shape 

at the beginning period of the acceleration period. The acceleration meniscus is close 

to plug shape, as shown by three-pulse waveform A, three-pulse waveform B, and 

two-pulse waveform. For longer acceleration period, the flow is still subjecting to 

acceleration when meniscus is certain distance away from nozzle exit plane. So the 

meniscus velocity is radial dependent at nozzle exit plane, and the cone shape 

meniscus forms. The square waveform has much longer time period of positive 

pressure pulse, approximately 10 µs, while the time duration for other three 

waveforms is about 2 – 4 µs. The longer time period means longer acceleration time 

period. Due to viscous effect, the velocity is radial dependent and center part velocity 

is expected to be higher. Thus cone shape forms for square waveform.   
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                                   (a)                                                                 (b) 

 

                              t
*
=1.0                                                                t

*
=1.0  

 
                                   (c)                                                                 (d) 

 

                              t
*
=1.0                                                                t

*
=1.0  

 
Figure 5. 7: Meniscus shape for different waveform at 5 kHz and t

*
=1; 

(a) three pulse waveform A; (b) three pulse waveform B; (c) two pulse 

waveform; (d) square waveform.  

 

 

The different meniscus shape can eventually lead to different droplet formation 

process. The effect of trailing tail in droplet formation, for 10 kHz driving frequency, is 

shown in Figure 5.8. The images for the three-pulse waveform A and square waveforms 

are properly chosen to show the effect of trailing liquid filament. The front separate 

filament in Figure 5.8 shows the trailing liquid filament from previous droplet generation 

cycle. It can be shown that a much bigger trailing tail occurs for square waveform 

compared with three-pulse waveform A. The trailing tail velocity of square waveform is 

very low, much lower than the leading edge of next droplet formation cycle. As shown 

from the time sequenced images, the distance between the liquid filament trailing tail and 

the leading edge of next droplet formation cycle is decreasing with time. Due to the 

velocity difference, the remerging of trailing edge to the leading edge of next droplet 

formation cycle occurs for square waveform. The thinner trailing tail velocity of three-

pulse waveform A is just slightly lower than the leading edge of next droplet formation 
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cycle. The merging does not occur for three-pulse waveform A within the field of view. 

Figure 5.8 shows that the sequence of droplet merging for square waveform. Much 

bigger leading tip forms as a result of merging, and the velocity of leading tip is reduced 

also due to momentum conservation. And the liquid filament eventually breaks off from 

near the leading tip, and the long liquid filament formed the trailing tail and merge to 

next droplet generation cycle.   

 

                                   a                                                                      b 

                              t
*
=1.32                                                               t

*
=2.40  

  

                              t
*
=1.92                                                               t

*
=2.52  

 
                              t

*
=2.22                                                              t

*
=2.58  

  

                              t
*
=2.52                                                              t

*
=2.63  

 
                              t

*
=2.81                                                              t

*
=2.75  

 
Figure 5. 8: Liquid filament shape for different waveform at five 

different time in sequence showing droplet merging of “square 

waveform” at 10 kHz; (a) three burst A waveform; (b) square 

waveform; the five images for three burst waveform A are taken at 

t
*
=1.32, 1.92, 2.22, 2.52, and 2.81 respectively; and at t

*
 = 2.40, 2.52, 

2.58, 2.63, and 2.75 respectively. 
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When the PZT is driven at much higher frequency, the thick trailing edge may 

affect the leading edge of next droplet formation cycle. The droplet formation process 

driven at 35 kHz for square waveform and three-pulse waveform A are shown in 

Figure 5.9. The images for the two waveforms were taken at same time, based on the 

output trigger signal from droplet generator. Figure 5.9 shows that for square 

waveform the trailing edge velocity is much lower than the leading edge velocity of 

next droplet formation cycle. The low speed trailing edge has certain effect on the 

next cycle droplet formation process. Figure 5.9 clearly shows that the leading edge 

of next droplet formation cycle is distorted by the low speed trailing edge of previous 

droplet formation cycle. As a result, “basin shape” meniscus occurs at the beginning 

of droplet cycle. As the liquid filament moved forward, this “basin shape” is 

minimized due to surface tension. The deceleration of leading edge due to trailing 

edge of previous droplet decelerates the flow through nozzle. Therefore the 

volumetric rejection of each droplet generation cycle is reduced. The droplet 

parameters in next section show if this effect is significant. Compared with square 

waveform, the three-pulse waveform A has much thinner trailing edge when driven at 

high frequency, 35 kHz. And the trailing filament velocity is expected to be higher 

since no deceleration to next droplet formation cycle occurs.   

There is clear indication on the meniscus shape dependency on PZT driving 

waveform. The difference in meniscus shape can change the DOD droplet formation 

process. A parametric study of the effect on droplet parameters is studied in next 

section. 
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Figure 5. 9: Liquid filament shape for different waveform at five 

different time in sequence showing trailing tail effect on next droplet 

formation cycle at 35 kHz; (a) three burst A waveform; (b) square 

waveform; the four images for each waveform are taken at same time 

t
*
 = 0.60, 0.72, 0.84, 0.96, 1.08 respectively. 

 

 

5.3 DROPLET FORMATION CHARACTERIZATION 

 

Droplet formation process and droplet parameters, such as droplet break-off 

time, droplet break-off length, droplet size, droplet velocity, and droplet leading edge 

velocity is studied for the four different driving waveforms. To study the meniscus 

interaction effect, the leading edge velocity is studied. This is due to the fact that the 
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meniscus interaction can change the leading edge velocity when droplet formation 

process is driven at high frequency. In this study, droplet formation process is 

classified into two regimes, “high frequency” regime and “low frequency” regime, 

based on the droplet formation process driving frequency. The difference between 

these two regimes is the meniscus interaction. For “low frequency” droplet 

formation, the time interval between PZT droplet formation cycles is long. The liquid 

filament has enough time to break-off from nozzle exit plane before next droplet 

formation cycle starts. The meniscus interaction effect between two driving droplet 

formation cycles is not present in “low frequency” droplet formation regime. For 

“high frequency” droplet formation process, the liquid filament is still attached to the 

nozzle exit plane by the time next driving cycle starts. The next cycle droplet 

formation process is affected by the liquid filament interaction. Droplet formation 

parameters, such as droplet break-off time, droplet volume, and droplet velocity, can 

be changed due to meniscus interaction.   

 

5.3.1 Definition of “High Frequency” and “Low Frequency” Regime 

 

The classification of a low/high frequency droplet formation regime is based 

on the droplet break-off phenomenon. As an example, Figure 5.10 shows the break-

off time and break-off length versus frequency over the frequency range tested. 

Figure 5.10.a shows the break-off time variation with frequency for three-pulse 

waveform A. The break-off time shows that there is a sudden jump of the break-off 

time between nondimensional frequencies of 0.25 and 0.32 (dimensional driving  
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Figure 5. 10: Droplet break-off time and droplet break-off length versus 

frequency for three pulse waveform; a) break-off time; b) break-off length. 

 

 

frequency of 15 kHz and 20 kHz, respectively). The sudden jump is a result of the 

meniscus interactions. As shown in Figure 5.10.b, the droplet break-off position 

occurs near the nozzle exit plane for the lower frequency cases, and occurs at a 

distance about 30 times the nozzle radius for high frequency cases. Figure 5.10 
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indicates that the break-off phenomenon is different below/above the non-

dimensional driving frequencies of approximately 0.3, defined as threshold driving 

frequency. The droplet formation process driven at higher frequency is defined as 

“high frequency” regime, and lower than the threshold frequency is defined as “low 

frequency” regime.   

The “low frequency” break-off is a combined effect of PZT driving waveform 

and meniscus dynamics. Responding to the PZT displacement, the meniscus near the 

nozzle exit is changing with time. The time variation of the nozzle flow rate, and the 

pressure rise due to surface tension, dominate the necking and break-off phenomenon 

near nozzle exit plane. The liquid filament break-off occurs near the nozzle exit when 

the time span between two droplet generation cycles is longer than the break-off time. 

The liquid filament does not break-off near the nozzle exit plane when the time 

difference between two droplet generation cycles is shorter than break-off time. For 

this condition the break-off is controlled by the liquid jet instability. So the “high 

frequency” break-off follows closely the Raleigh theory. Consequently it can be 

concluded that when the liquid jet instability break-off time  

 

5.3.2 Waveform and Frequency Dependency of Droplet Parameters 

 

Parametric study of the meniscus effect on the droplet formation process is 

analyzed in this section. Four different droplet formation parameters are chosen, the 

droplet volume, droplet break-off time, droplet break-off length, and the droplet 

velocity. The time variation of the liquid filament leading edge velocity is plotted to 
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show the deceleration of droplet formation process due to meniscus interaction. The 

droplet velocity is calculated based on the liquid filament leading edge velocity. 

The droplet volume variation with frequency and waveform is shown in 

Figure 5.11. The dividing line between “high frequency” and “low frequency” regime 

is shown in Figure 5.11 also. The droplet volume shown in Figure 5.11 is an 

averaged droplet volume after t*>2.0 based on the time varying liquid filament 

volume, V
*
(t

*
), as shown in Figure 5.4. As shown in Figure 5.3, the droplet 

volumetric rejection is constant after t
*
>1.5 based LEM. The averaged droplet 

volume can reduce the droplet volume uncertainty due to image selection. The 

uncertainty shown in Figure 5.11 is the combination of uncertainty due to image 

processing and repeatability test.  

Figure 5.11 indicates that the droplet volume decreases slightly with the 

driving frequency and the decrement is waveform dependent. The volumetric 

decrement magnitude for three-pulse waveform B is within the uncertainty level. But 

the volumetric decrement magnitude is over the uncertainty level for two-pulse 

waveform, square-waveform, and three-pulse waveform A. The volumetric 

decrement does not match that predicted based on LEM. The decrement of droplet 

volume with frequency is resulted from the meniscus interaction and/or the surface 

tension effect at nozzle exit plane. The surface tension effect is present in all cases 

studied, and the effect on droplet volume was expected to be consistent also. So the 

droplet volumetric decrement with frequency is primary due to meniscus interaction.  
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Figure 5. 11: Droplet volume versus frequency and waveform; droplet 

volume is defined as the volume rejected form nozzle for each droplet 

generation cycle. 

 

 

Figure 5.11 showed that the volumetric decrement is waveform dependent 

and the square waveform has higher volume reduction compared with other three 

waveforms. But there is no step change between “high frequency” and “low 

frequency” droplet formation for all the four waveforms tested. The waveform 

dependent droplet volumetric decrement indicates that the magnitude of liquid 

volume decrement is related to the meniscus interaction amplitude. As shown in 

Section 5.2, the square waveform had much stronger meniscus interaction compared 

with other waveforms when driven at same frequency. Figure 5.11 also shows that 

the droplet volume decreased with frequency for all waveforms. The decrement is 
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due to the fact that meniscus interaction effect increases with frequency as shown in 

Section 5.2.  

The meniscus effect on droplet volume is due to the deceleration to nozzle 

flow due to the low speed trailing filament. The trailing liquid filament becomes 

thicker when driven at higher frequencies. And as a result, the reduction of droplet 

volume is more significant. As shown in Figure 5.11, the volumetric decrement 

magnitude for square waveform and two-pulse waveform are bigger than that of 

three-pulse waveforms. This is due to the third negative pressure pulse in the three-

pulse waveform. The third negative pressure pulse causes certain backward flow. As 

shown in Yang and Liburdy (2004), the front tip has much higher velocity than the 

trailing part within the liquid filament. So the third negative pressure causes the low 

speed trailing part flow back into droplet generator. Due to the low We/Re, We/Re = 

0.07 for this study, the velocity distribution within the liquid filament is weakly 

affected by the third negative pressure pulse. So the trailing edge for three-pulse 

waveform is higher than that of two-pulse waveform. The meniscus interaction is due 

to the low speed trailing tail of previous droplet generation cycle decelerate the 

droplet generation of next droplet generation cycle. So the meniscus interaction for 

two-pulse waveform is expected to be stronger than the three-pulse waveforms 

covered in this study. As shown in Section 5.2, the liquid filament shape indicates 

that the two pulse waveform has stronger meniscus interaction than three pulse 

waveforms when driven at same frequency.   
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The droplet break-off time variation with frequency and waveform is shown 

in Figure 5.12. Droplet break-off time is defined as the time lag between droplet 

formation process initiation and break-off phenomenon. The separation of high/low 

frequency is shown in Figure 5.12 also. Figure 5.12 shows that the droplet break-off 

time has two distinct regimes for all the four waveforms tested. The break-off time in 

the “low frequency” region is not frequency dependent, but waveform dependent. 

The break-off time in “low frequency” regime is the time taken to break-off from 

nozzle exit plane, as shown in the definition of high/low frequency droplet formation 

process. The square waveform has higher impulse input than two-pulse waveform, 

and the higher impulse input increased the break-off time. The third negative pulse 

can assist the break-off phenomenon which can be shown based on comparison 

between three-pulse waveform A and two-pulse waveform. The shorter break-off 

time for three-pulse waveform A is because that the negative pressure pulse 

decelerates the flow in the nozzle which assists the necking of the liquid filament. 

Eventually the break-off time decreases.   
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Figure 5. 12: Droplet break-off time versus frequency for four 

different waveforms; droplet break-off is defined as the time lag 

between PZT driving waveform initiation to break-off occurs. 

 

 

Figure 5.12 shows that the impulse input to the droplet generator has 

significant effect on the droplet break-off time. The increment of droplet break-off 

time is significant, 40%, from t
*
=4.2 for three-pulse waveform to t

*
=5.8 for square 

waveform. Figure 5.12 also shows that the break-off time for three-pulse waveform A 

is very close to the three-pulse waveform B, in spite the three-pulse waveform A has 

higher impulse input. The break-off time for three-pulse waveform A and three-pulse 

waveform B indicates that the third negative pressure pulse dominates the necking of 

the liquid filament at nozzle exit plane region. For case of waveform without third 

negative pressure pulse, higher impulse input take longer for liquid filament to break-

off from nozzle exit plane.   
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Figure 5.12 shows that the break-off time of “high frequency” droplet 

formation has slight variation with frequency and waveform, but the variation is 

within 0.5 times the capillary time scale and there is no consistent trend shown in the 

data collected. As observed in the experimental test, the break-off time uncertainty is 

around ±2-3 µs, which is about ± 0.2 capillary time scale. The break-off time 

variation shown in Figure 5.12 is about same order as the uncertainty analysis. The 

reason is the meniscus filament from different droplet generation cycle is connected 

when the droplet formation process is driven at “high frequency”. The break-off 

phenomenon does not occur until certain distance away from the nozzle exit plane. 

The acoustic pressure inside the chamber has minor effect on the meniscus when the 

liquid filament is certain distance away from nozzle exit plane. Because of the low 

viscosity, We/Re = 0.07, the break-off phenomenon is dominated by the surface 

tension. The droplet break-off time for “high frequency” droplet formation follows 

the Raleigh theory. By Raleigh theory, the break-off length is determined by the 

perturbation wave length and perturbation level. It is hard to determine the 

perturbation level for this study, so it was hard to predict the break-off time based on 

Raleigh theory for this study. But if the perturbation is about same level for different 

waveform and different frequency covered in this study, the droplet break-off time is 

expected to be in same level also. Figure 5.12 also shows that the break-off time for 

“high frequency” droplet formation process is higher than that of “low frequency” 

droplet formation, defined as DOD break-off time.   
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As shown in Section 5.3.1, the liquid filaments always break-off from nozzle 

exit plane for “low frequency” while the liquid filament always break of distance 

away from nozzle exit plane for “high frequency”. The “low frequency” break-off 

time in this study, is lower than that of “high frequency” break-off time. The third 

negative pressure pulse for three-pulse waveform and the surface tension at nozzle 

exit plane assists the break-off to occur. But the effect is limited to near nozzle 

region, so the break-off phenomenon for “low frequency” droplet formation is 

enhanced.  

The droplet break-off length variation with frequency and waveform is shown 

in Figure 5.13. The separation of high/low frequency is shown in Figure 5.13 also. 

For “low frequency” droplet formation, the liquid filament break-off always occurs at 

nozzle exit plane. The break-off length is less than the nozzle diameter. The break-off 

length uncertainty for “low frequency” droplet formation is less than 0.06 times the 

capillary length scale. The break-off length for “low frequency” droplet formation 

indicates that the necking of liquid filament is dominated by the PZT driving 

waveform. The piecewise linear waveform generates set of singularities within the 

liquid filament. Depending on the nature of droplet formation process, certain 

singularity grows and cause break-off to occur while others die out and cause 

oscillatory of the liquid filament. The backward motion of PZT causes deceleration 

of flow through nozzle. The deceleration generates a strong singularity near nozzle 

exit plane, indicated by the minimum liquid filament radius. For “low frequency” 

droplet formation, this singularity has enough time to develop and eventually break-
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off occurs. For “high frequency” droplet formation, the singularities generated moves 

forward with the liquid filament from next droplet formation process. The break-off 

phenomenon occurs certainty distance away from the nozzle exit plane. 

 

 

Figure 5. 13: Droplet break-off time versus frequency and waveform; 

droplet break-off is defined as the time lag between PZT driving 

waveform initiation to break-off occurs.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13 shows that the liquid filament break-off length varies slightly with 

the PZT driving frequency and waveform. As shown in Figure 5.13, the break-off 

length variation with frequency is about 10 times the capillary length scale. The 

break-off length uncertainty for “high frequency” droplet formation is in the order of 

0.8 times the capillary length scale. The break-off length for “high frequency” droplet 
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formation first decreases with frequency, and then increases with frequency at certain 

frequency. This implies that for each waveform there is a frequency associated with a 

minimum break-off length. The break-off length variation with frequency is a result 

of droplet velocity variation with waveform and frequency. As shown in Figure 5.12, 

for high frequency droplet formation the droplet break-off time is weakly affected by 

waveform and frequency. The singularity moves forward with liquid filament, so the 

break-off length is linearly related to the droplet velocity.  But how the droplet 

velocity varies with waveform and frequency is discussed later in Figure 5.16.   

The droplet velocity is calculated based on the leading edge velocity. As a 

result of meniscus interaction, the time variation of leading edge velocity is 

frequency dependent as shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15. The liquid filament 

leading edge velocity variation with time is shown in Figure 5.14 for “low 

frequency” droplet formation and Figure 5.15 for “high frequency” droplet formation. 

The uncertainty of leading edge velocity is shown on each figure also.  Despite the 

large uncertainty in the leading edge velocity plots, the general trend is discussed 

here. The leading edge velocity is calculated based on the smoothed liquid filament 

length. The nozzle flow is accelerated /decelerated by the acoustic pressure variation 

during the droplet formation process. The liquid filament has certain velocity 

distribution along the liquid filament. The velocity distribution is changing with time, 

so the leading edge velocity is varying with time also. Due to the liquid filament 

initial retreating, the leading edge velocity was already reached certain positive value 

when the liquid filament coming from nozzle.   
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Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show that the leading edge velocity reaches 

maximum value at around t
*
 approximately 0.8 –1.0.  The liquid filament leading 

edge had strong deceleration during the time period t
*
= 1.0 – 1.5. As shown in Figure 

5.3, t
*
=1.0 – 1.5 corresponding to the third negative pressure for three pulse 

waveform. The strong deceleration results from nozzle flow deceleration. Figure 5.14 

and Figure 5.15 shows that the leading edge velocity keeps decreasing during the 

period of t
*
= 1.5 – 3.0, but the deceleration is weaker. This deceleration during the 

period of t
*
= 1.5 – 3.0 is resulted from the velocity redistribution within the liquid 

filament. The low speed trailing liquid filament causes certain deceleration to the 

high speed leading edge. As shown in section 5.2, the liquid filament becomes longer 

and thinner as moving forward. So the effect on the leading edge is weaker.  

The meniscus interaction effect on liquid filament leading edge velocity is 

shown by comparing the Figure 5.14 with Figure 5.15. By comparison the maximum 

leading edge velocity in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, it is determined that the 

maximum leading edge velocity is reduced by the meniscus interaction. The 

maximum leading edge velocity is in the order of 10 times of capillary velocity scales 

for “low frequency” droplet formation and the peak value is reduced to around 6-8 

times the capillary velocity scales when meniscus interaction is present. Since the 

leading edge velocity is close to maximum velocity when the liquid filament comes 

out from nozzle, the deceleration due to meniscus interaction is present during the 

acceleration period. Meniscus interaction effect causes less fluid being rejected. Since 
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the impulse input to the liquid filament is frequency independent, the final leading 

edge velocity is expected to be weakly affected by droplet formation frequency.   

 

Figure 5. 14: Droplet leading edge velocities versus time and 

waveform (“low frequency”); (a) three pulse waveform A; (b) three 

pulse waveform B; (c) two pulse waveform; (d) square waveform. 
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Figure 5. 15: Droplet leading edge velocities versus time and 

waveform (“high frequency”); (a) three pulse waveform A; (b) three 

pulse waveform B; (c) two pulse waveform; (d) square waveform. 

 

 

The droplet velocity is defined as the mean value of the liquid filament 

leading edge velocity. As shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, the liquid filament 

leading edge velocity reaches a constant value after t
*
=2.0. As shown in uncertainty 
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analysis, the uncertainty of velocity is simply the leading edge uncertainty divided by 

the time step because the uncertain in time is neglectable. The velocity uncertain of 

the averaged velocity is the leading edge uncertainty divided by the time interval for 

averaging. The averaged leading edge velocity is shown in Figure 5.16 with the 

uncertainty level shown also.   

Figure 5.16 shows the droplet velocity variation with frequency and 

waveform. Figure 5.16.a shows the velocity obtained from the liquid filament leading 

edge velocity after t
*
=2.0. The velocity shown in Figure 5.16.b is defined as: the 

droplet distance from two different droplet generation signals divided by the time 

interval between two droplet formation signals. Droplet velocity in Figure 5.16.b is 

obtained from droplet break-off image. Figure 5.16.a shows that the droplet velocity 

is about three times the capillary velocity scale. The droplet velocity is weakly 

affected by the waveform and frequency within the cases tested. Figure 5.15.a shows 

that droplet velocity increases with frequency slightly, but the increment is not 

significant. As shown in Figure 5.11, the droplet volume decreases with frequency. 

By momentum conservation, the droplet velocity is expected to increase with 

frequency slightly. The droplet velocity experimental observed is in same range with 

Yang and Liburdy (2004) prediction, but there differs slightly. In Yang and Liburdy 

(2004) prediction, the droplet velocity was about 3-5 times the capillary velocity 

scale, but the droplet velocity increased with impulse input.  
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Figure 5. 16: Droplet velocities versus frequency and waveform; (a) 

droplet velocity defined based on liquid filament leading edge 

velocity; (b) droplet velocity defined based on distance between 

droplets from two different droplets generation cycles. 

 

 

 

The difference of the droplet velocity variation impulse input is resulted from 

the difference in the definition of impulse input. In Yang and Liburdy (2004), the 

pressure was assumed to be a positive pressure pulse, and the impulse input was 
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defined as the pressure magnitude multiply by the time duration. In current 

experimental study, the impulse input is defined based on the PZT volumetric 

displacement multiply by the corresponding time period. As shown in Figure 3.6, the 

natural frequency of the droplet generator is about 200 kHz. Due to natural response 

of the droplet generator, the pressure wave will decay exponentially. The acoustic 

pressure is reduced by 50% after 3-4 µs. So the actual impulse input (based on 

pressure) of square waveform is lower than the defined impulse input. The impulse 

input for these four waveforms is in same order if the impulse input for square 

waveform is corrected by the pressure reduction. 

In Figure 5.16.a, the droplet velocity for square waveform at f
*
=0.09 and 

f
*
=0.18 is slightly higher the droplet velocity at other frequencies. Section 5.2 shows 

that square waveform has long and thin liquid filament shape. Due to the long liquid 

filament, the leading edge is out of view while the liquid filament shape is still 

changing. So the droplet velocity defined by the leading edge velocity is still under 

deceleration after passing the field of view. So the droplet velocity defined for those 

two cases in higher than actual droplet velocity.   

As shown in Figure 4.15, the droplet break-off image has lower resolution 

and larger field of view. Fluid from more than one droplet generation cycle is present 

within field of view. So a secondary definition of droplet velocity is adopted. The 

secondary definition of droplet velocity is based on the distance between two droplets 

divided by the time interval. As shown in the image, the liquid filament is more than 

ten times capillary length scale away from nozzle exit plane. Other effecting 
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parameters, such as drag force, are present in the data. The droplet velocity in Figure 

5.16.b is used to validate the droplet velocity by another definition. Figure 5.16.b 

shows that the droplet velocity defined from droplet break-off image has larger 

variation. The uncertainty of droplet velocity in Figure 5.16.b is not analyzed. But the 

droplet velocity defined by the two methods matches, all about four times the 

capillary velocity scales.  
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6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

6.1 CONCLUSIONS 

 

The PZT driving waveform and driving frequency effect on liquid filament 

shape and droplet characteristics have been experimentally studied and modeled using 

a lumped element model (LEM). The experimental study was based on a PZT driven 

droplet generator with known geometric design parameters and working fluid 

properties. A LEM was constructed to study the acoustic-mechanical behavior of the 

droplet generator. Four different PZT driving waveforms were tested in this study 

with a frequency sweep from 5 kHz to 35 kHz.   The difference between these four 

waveforms were: (1) momentum input, defined as the positive PZT displacement 

multiply by the time period; (2) the present of a third negative pressure pulse; and (3) 

total time period of PZT positive displacement. The droplet formation process was 

experimentally documented with time steps of 1 µs. Droplet volumetric rejection, the 

time variation of volumetric rejection and the frequency variation of volumetric 

rejection, from experimental study was compared with that predicted by LEM.  

Results show that LEM model can predict the internal acoustic-mechanical 

behavior with reasonable accuracy. The volumetric rejection from LEM prediction 

matches with that from experimental data. Based on LEM, the internal pressure 

variation within the chamber is dominated by the PZT displacement magnitude. The 
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PZT positive displacement time period has an effect on the momentum input to the 

fluid. But due to the natural frequency of the droplet generator, the pressure wave in 

the droplet generator decays exponentially. The pressure magnitude in the droplet 

generator decays by 50% in 4-5 micro-seconds, about 0.3 time the capillary time 

scale, after PZT displacement variation.  

Experimental data show that the PZT driving waveform and driving frequency 

has certain effects on the liquid filament shape and droplet formation parameters. 

Short positive PZT displacement can generate a droplet with a very thin trailing liquid 

filament. The volumetric content in the trailing liquid filament is much smaller than 

the front leading part which forms the primary droplet. The thin liquid filament 

breaks into smaller satellite droplets. Since the liquid filament is very thin, the 

meniscus interactions are weak. Long positive PZT displacement time period can 

cause: 1) a high speed smaller leading edge; 2) higher volumetric content in the low 

speed trailing liquid filament. The meniscus interaction effect is significant due to the 

thicker liquid filament. Due to the meniscus interaction effect, the droplet formation 

process is waveform and frequency dependent. 

The present of a third negative pressure pulse can reduce the droplet 

volumetric rejection slightly and assist the break-off for a “low frequency” droplet 

formation. Since the waveform and frequency dependence of the droplet formation 

process is not desired, the positive time lag of the PZT displacement has to be in the 

order of several micro-seconds for the droplet generator used in this study. Despite 

the meniscus interaction which is present for “high frequency” droplet formation, 
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results show that the droplet velocity is weakly affected by the waveform and 

frequency. But the droplet volumetric rejection is waveform dependent. Longer 

positive displacement time periods cause larger volumetric rejection. Due to the 

meniscus interaction, the droplet volume reduces slightly with increasing PZT driving 

frequency. The waveform has certain effect on the droplet break-off time when the 

droplet formation process is driven in the “low frequency” regime. The break-off time 

difference due to waveform design can be as high as 40%. But the break-off time is 

independent of the PZT driving waveform and driving frequency when driven in the 

“high frequency” regime.  

 

6.2 RECOMMENDATION 

 

The phenomenon of meniscus retreating is predicted by the LEM. The 

experimental setup can only qualitatively document the time taken for the meniscus to 

retreat and advance. Since the magnitude of the retreating meniscus has a significant 

effect on the meniscus shape in the advancing period. It is recommended that a study 

be conducted of the meniscus retreating inside the nozzle and how this effect changes 

the droplet formation process. Also a more detailed LEM model to be constructed to 

accuratly model the refill of the droplet generator. Current LEM model is a first order 

three leg model, the compressibility in the refill port and fluid motion inside the 

chamber is neglected. A second order LEM model may capture more details occurs 

within the droplet generator. A second order LEM model is expected to be reasonable 
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complexity than the first order model. And lastly, further study of the break-off 

process of the liquid filament is recommended. As shown in this study, the droplet 

break-off time is waveform dependent in the “low frequency” regime. This does not 

match with that predicted by Lister et al (1998). To study this phenomenon, a droplet 

generator with relative larger nozzle is required. Based on the literature review, the 

time and spatial resolution required to document the break-off process is in the order 

of 10
-3

 times the capillary scales. This depends on the resolution of the imaging 

system, the droplet generator should be designed to have relative larger scale in order 

to be documented accurately.   
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APPENDIX A 

 

Synchronization Circuit 
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The synchronization circuit was used to synchronize the signal from droplet 

generator with the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). The signal from droplet 

generator indicated the starting of each droplet formation process and the signal from 

AWG controlled the imaging system. The layout of droplet generator was shown in 

figure below. There were four connectors on the synchronization circuit. The 

connector on it is for “P head”, connect to the droplet generator. The connector for 

droplet generator need to be properly plugged to the signal output pin, a 9 pin signal 

output pins on the back side of droplet generator device. The connector need to 

connected to the 9 pin signal out pins with “dead bug” orientation. The signal passed 

through the synchronization circuit to trigger the imaging system. The signal from 

signal generator was connected to “AFG” connector, which was an input for the 

synchronization circuit. And the final synchronized signal is send out through 

synchronization circuit connector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Synchronization 

circuit 

 

“AND” signal (out) 

To Q-Switch 

Droplet Generator (in) 

Droplet generation 

Droplet Signal (out) 

To AWG 

AFG (in) 

Flash lamp 
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An image of the synchronization circuit was shown below. The power input 

for the synchronization circuit need to be 3Volt. Higher voltage input will burn the 

circuit. The synchronization circuit needs to be connected droplet generator device 

before turn the droplet generator device on. The droplet generator device might be 

burned if connect the synchronization circuit to the droplet generator device while it 

is power on. There are two integrated circuits on the synchronization circuit. The two 

integrated circuits are replaceable, which can be easily plugged in or unplugged. The 

two integrated circuits are “NTE74LS541” and “NTE74LS08”. The two integrated 

circuits on current design of synchronization circuit are easily to be burned.  So check 

the signal synchronization circuit before doing further start taking data. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Lumped Element Code 
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The LEM model code included the solution of LEM equation and the LEM 

model parameters based on the flow assumption. The LEM model parameters are 

based on fully developed duct flow assumption with modification coefficients.  The 

LEM coefficients were based on Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 in chapter 3. The output 

parameters was the volumetric flow rate through inlet ant nozzle.  
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format long; 

f=25000;                                                       %frequency input 

 

% ########### Inputs 

rol=1000;                                                     %density 

nv=2/1000000;                                             %kenimatic viscosity 

sig=0.0712/2; 

L1=10*50*25.4/1000/1000;                        %Inlet length 

L2=1*1.5*25.4/1000/1000;                         %Nozzle thickness 

a=3*6.5/9.5*0.0000254;                              %equivalent inlet radiaus 

aa=0.0000215;                                             %nozzle radius 

c=1400;                                                        %sonic speed 

V1=35*43*4+(3.14/8*9.6^2+3.14/8*12^2+10.8*20)*8; 

                                                                    %rectangular portion volume 

V2=3.14/4*(14^2*48+13^2*3)+3.14/4*(12^2*9+13^2*3)+3.14/4*(9^2*3); 

                                                                    %cylindrical portion volume 

v=(V1+V2)*25.4^3;                                   %Chamber volume 

v=v*10^-18;                                               %in units of m^3 

 

%########## Check flow condition 

St_inlet=2*pi*f*a^2/nv;                            %Inlet St number  

St_outlet=2*pi*f*aa^2/nv;                        %Outlet St number 

 

%######### Checked from figure; 

Coe_m_inlet=0.75;                 %inlet mass coefficient, to steady state 

Coe_m_outlet=0.78;               %outlet mass coefficient, to steady state 

                                                %inlet resistance coefficient, to steady state 

Coe_r_inlet=1+140/800*St_inlet; 

                                               %outlet resistance coefficient, to steady state 

Coe_r_outlet=1+140/800*St_outlet; 

                                               %LEM parameter based on fully developed flow 

 

%############ LEM model parameters 

Ca=v/(rol*c^2);                                     %Acoustic compliance 

Mas=4*rol*L1/3/pi/a^2;                        %Inlet acoustic mass 

Man=4*rol*L2/3/pi/aa^2;                     %Outlet acoustic mass 

Rs=8*rol*nv*L1/pi/a^4*3.66;              %Inlet acoustic resistant 

Rn=8*rol*nv*L2/pi/aa^4*1.76;            %Outlet acoustic resistance 

Ma_rad=8*rol/3/pi^2/aa;                      %Radiation mass (to water) 

Rn_rad=rol*c/2/pi/aa^2*(f*2*pi/c)^2; %Radiation resistance (to water) 

                                                              %parameters iudyn this st 

Mas=Mas*Coe_m_inlet;                       %Inlet 

Man=Man*Coe_m_outlet; 

Rn=Rn*Coe_r_outlet; 
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Rs=Rs*Coe_r_inlet; 

Coe_r_rad=Rn_rad/Rn; 

                             

 %############# Capilary scales 

Rc=sqrt(rol*sig/aa^5); 

Mc=rol/aa; 

Cac=aa^4/sig; 

tc=sqrt(rol*aa^3/sig); 

vc=aa^3/3*4*pi; 

 

%############## Non-dimensional parameters 

Ca=Ca/Cac; 

Rs=Rs/Rc;Rn=Rn/Rc; 

Mas=Mas/Mc;Man=Man/Mc; 

                             %Acoustic mass matrix 

Ma=[Mas,0,0,0; 0,Man,0,0; 0,0,1,0; 0,0,0,1]; 

                             %Acoustic resistance matrix (outflow) 

Mr=[Rs,0,1/Ca,1/Ca; 0,Rn,1/Ca,1/Ca; -1,0,0,0; 0,-1,0,0]; 

                             %Acoustic resistance matrix (inflow) 

Mrr=[Rs,0,1/Ca,1/Ca; 0,Rn*(1+Coe_r_rad),1/Ca,1/Ca; -1,0,0,0; 0,-1,0,0]; 

 

%############# Obtain matrix coefficients for LEM equation 

M=Mr/Ma;                                                 % For out flow 

M_r=Mrr/Ma;                                            % For in flow 

 

dt=0.001;                                                    % time step 

 

%################ LEM solution coefficient matrix by R-K method 

                                                                   % For out flow 

MM=eye(4)+(-M*dt+1/2*(M*dt).^2-1/6*(M*dt).^3+1/24*(M*dt).^4); 

                                                                   %For in flow 

MM_r=eye(4)-M_r*dt+1/2*(M_r*dt).^2-1/6*(M_r*dt).^3+1/24*(M_r*dt).^4; 

 

tend=1000/f;                  

[x y t0]=threepulsewaveformA(f);              %Waveform in voltage; 

t0=0;  

 

y=-1/Ca*y*2*10^(-15)/aa^3;                       %volume of PZT 

                                 

U(1:4)=0;U=U';                                            %Initialize flow variable 

V(1:4)=0;V=V';                                            %initialize driving variable 

 

Ndt=2;VV=0; 
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%############### Solution 

for i=1:50000 

      t=dt*i+t0;              %the time 

      while (t>=tend)         %if next cycle? 

           t=t-tend; 

      end 

           Ndt=2; 

           while (t>x(Ndt)) 

                Ndt=Ndt+1; 

          end 

                            %find the volume dis of PZT 

          dV=y(Ndt-1)+(t-x(Ndt-1))*(y(Ndt)-y(Ndt-1))/(x(Ndt)-x(Ndt-1)); 

         

      V(1)=dV*dt; V(2)=dV*dt; %The drving force 

     

     if U(2)<0                

          U=MM_r*U+inv(Ma)*V; %for outlet 

     else 

          U=MM*U+inv(Ma)*V;   %for inlet 

     end 

     j=floor(i/100)+1; 

     Vol_i(j)=U(1);         %Volume of flow in/out at inlet 

     Vol_o(j)=U(2);         %Volume of flow in/out at nozzle 

     V_i(j)=U(3);           %Volume flow rate at inlet 

     V_o(j)=U(4);           %Volume flow rate at outlet 

     VVV(j)=dV;             %PZT 

end 
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%################# Three-pulse waveform A 

function [t v t0]=threepulsewaveforA(f) 

 

tend=1/f; 

t0=12.59375; 

t = [0 0.75000 2.50000 5.59375 7.59375 12.31250 12.59375 14.09375 16.09375    

     16.31250 17.81250 18.31250 19.12500 20.81250 23.31250 24.81250 tend];   

v = [0 0.0000  28.0000 36.5000 36.5000 0.0000   0.0000   -28.6484 -37.3438  

       -37.3438 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 23.5586 23.5586 0.0000  0]; 

 

 

%################# Three-pulse waveform B 

function [t v t0]=threepulsewaveformB(f) 

 

tend=1/f; 

t0=10.90625; 

t= [0 0.81250 2.09375 4.09375 7.09375 9.96875 10.90625 12.68750 14.12500  

     15.81250 16.12500 16.81250 18.31250 21.50000 21.78125 22.28125 tend];   

v= [0 0.00000 27.6250 41.6250 41.6250 0.00000  0.00000 -35.4922 -35.4922   

      0.00000  0.00000  0.00000  27.2656  27.2656  0.00000  0.00000 0]; 

 

 

%################## Two-pulse waveform  

function [t v t0]=twopulsewaveform(f) 

 

tend=1/f; 

t0=12.59375; 

t = [0 0.75000 2.50000 5.59375 7.59375 12.31250 12.59375 14.09375 16.09375  

      16.31250 17.81250 18.31250 19.12500 20.81250 23.31250 24.81250 tend];   

v = [0 0.0000  28.0000 36.5000 36.5000 0.0000   0.0000   -28.6484 -37.3438  

      -37.3438 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0.0000  0]; 

 

 

%################### Square waveform 

function [t v t0]=squarewaveform(f) 

 

tend=1/f; 

t0=13; 

t = [0 0.5000 2.0000 10.5 12 13.0 14.5 23  24.5 tend];   

v= [0 0.0000 40.000 40.0  0 0.00 -40  -40   0    0]; 
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APPENDIX C 

 

Image Processing Code 
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The program for image processing was developed to obtain the droplet 

parameters, such as the droplet volume, liquid filament length and droplet velocity. 

The main program was developed to obtain the time sequenced droplet volume and 

liquid filament length. The units were pixels cubic for droplet volume and pixels for 

liquid filament length. These data was processed to obtain non-dimensional values. 

And droplet velocity is simply the gradient of time sequenced liquid filament length. 
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%########### Image processing program 

% This program include three subroutines, "edgedetec.m, dropshape.m and 

% time_sequence_ima.m". the function of these three subroutines are: 

% edgedetect.m:         detect the leading edge and nozzle 

% dropshape.m:          detect liquid filament shape 

% time_sequence_ima.m:  save the processed images 

%##################################### 

 

f=5;                                      %Frequency 

 

J_ima_p=10:58;                   %image name 

j=1; 

sss=strcat('5kHz0',num2str(J_ima_p(1)),'.tif'); 

X=imread(sss);            

                                           

%########## Crop image                                              

clear x;                      

x(100:900)=sum(X(:,100:900)); 

[C,Icenter]=max(x); 

XY(1:1030,:)=X(1030:-1:1,Icenter-80:Icenter+80); 

 

%########## Filter  

for i=1:100 

     XY = wiener2(XY,[5 3]); 

end 

 

%########## Linear scale 

XY=XY-mean(mean(XY)); 

XY=imadjust(XY); 

 

%########## Square root scale 

XX=uint8(sqrt(256*double(XY)));                                    

 

%########## Nozzle and leading edge detect 

[x_edge(j) x_nozzle(j)]=edgedetect(XX,XY,180,250); 

 

%########## Liquid filament shape 

[width XXX]=dropshape(XX,x_nozzle(j),x_edge(j)); 

 

%######### volume 

vol(j)=sum(width.^2*pi)/4; 

 

t=J_ima_p(j)-1; 

time_sequence_ima(XXX,f,t);   %save image 
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for j=2:length(J_ima_p) 

         %load image 

        sss=strcat('5kHz0',num2str(J_ima_p(j)-1),'.tif'); 

        X=imread(sss);            

         

         

        %########## Crop image    

        clear x;x(100:900)=sum(X(:,100:900));               

        [C,Icenter]=max(x); 

        XY(1:1030,:)=X(1030:-1:1,Icenter-80:Icenter+80); 

 

        %########## Filter  

        for i=1:100 

            XY = wiener2(XY,[5 3]); 

        end 

 

        %########## Linear scale 

        XY=XY-mean(mean(XY)); 

        XY=imadjust(XY); 

 

        %########## Square root scale 

        XX=uint8(sqrt(256*double(XY)));                                             %filtering noise 

 

        %########## Nozzle and leading edge detect 

        [x_edge(j) x_nozzle(j)]=edgedetect(XX,XY,180,250); 

 

        %########## Liquid filament shape 

        [width XXX]=dropshape(XX,x_nozzle(j),x_edge(j)); 

 

        %######### volume 

        vol(j)=sum(width.^2*pi)/4; 

 

        t=J_ima_p(j)-1; 

        time_sequence_ima(XXX,f,t);   %save image 

end 

 

%####### Liquid filament length 

x_leadedge=x_edge-x_nozzle; 

time=J_ima_p(1):max(J_ima_p); 

 

%######### Save data 

save dft24uswave5khz_leadedge.mat x_leadedge time 

save dft24uswave5khz_vol.mat vol time 
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%################# Subroutine for find the nozzle and leading edge  

function [x_edge x_nozzle]=edgedetect(XX,xno,xed) 

     

%########## Find nozzle 

Xnozzle=XX; 

xx(1:300)=sum(Xnozzle(1:300,:)'); 

[c Inozzle]=max(gradient(double(xx)));   %Find nozzle 

 

if (abs(x_nozzle-xno)>=50)               %if failed to find 

    x_nozzle=xno;                        % 

end 

 

%########## Find leading edge 

I2=XX; 

clear x;x(x_nozzle:1030)=sum(I2(x_nozzle:1030,:)');   

 

C=0.9*max(-(gradient(x))); 

[c Jtip]=min(find(fix(-gradient(x)/C))); 

 

 

if (c>=1010)                             %if out of field 

    x_edge=1010; 

elseif ((abs(c-xed)>=500)&(xed<=985))    %if failed to detect 

    x_edge=xed+25; 

else 

    x_edge=c;%min(rol); 

end 
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%######### Subroutine for liquid filament shape detect 

function [width XXX]=dropshape(XX,x_trail,x_lead) 

 

XXX=XX;                                 %XXX is the output detected shape 

XXX(1:x_trail,:)=0; 

XXX(x_lead:1030,:)=0; 

width(1:1030)=0; 

Iux(1:1030)=81;Ilx(1:1030)=81; 

 

for i=x_trail:x_lead 

     %#########  

     Ivol=gradient(double(XX(i,:)).*(ceil(double(XX(i,:))- 

             (double(min(XX(i,:)))+0.6*(double(max(XX(i,:)))- 

             double(min(XX(i,:))))))/256)); 

    [c Iu]=max(Ivol(10:150));Iu=Iu+10;  %Avoid mistake at edge 

    [c Il]=min(Ivol(10:150));Il=Il+10; 

     

    %######### 

    if (length(Iu)==0)            %If by error 

         Iux(i)=81; 

    else 

         Iux(i)=Iu;                %Upper edge 

    end 

    if (length(Il)==0) 

         Ilx(i)=81;               

    else 

         Ilx(i)=Il;                %Lower edge 

    end 

     

    width(i)=Ilx(i)-Iux(i);       %Liquid filament length width 

end 

 

 

fil=[1 1 1]/3;                    %Smooth te surface detected surface 

for i=1:10 

     width=filter(fil,1,width); 

     Iux=filter(fil,1,Iux); 

     Ilx=filter(fil,1,Ilx); 

end 

 

for i=x_trail:x_lead             %Black the background portion 

     XXX(i,1:Iux(i))=0; 

     XXX(i,Ilx(i):161)=0; 

End 
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%######### Subroutine for detected image saving 

function time_sequence_ima(XX,f,t) 

[x1 y1 t0]=threepulsewaveformA(f);      %Waveform 

 

Nt=1; 

k=t 

t=t+t0; 

if (t>1000/f) 

    t=t-1000/f;                        %If next cycle 

end 

 

while t>x1(Nt+1) 

    Nt=Nt+1;  

end 

volt=y1(Nt)+(y1(Nt+1)-y1(Nt))/(x1(Nt+1)-x1(Nt))*(t-x1(Nt)); 

subplot(2,1,1); 

plot(x1,y1,'k',t,volt,'ko',t0,0,'k*'); 

axis([0 1000/f -50 50])   

set(gca,'PlotBoxAspectRatio',[4 1 1]) 

subplot(2,1,2); 

imshow(XX');  

set(gca,'PlotBoxAspectRatio',[3 1 1]) 

set(gcf,'color','w'); 

set(gcf,'unit','inches'); 

set(gcf,'position',[0 0 3 2]);  

set(gcf,'paperposition',[0 0 3 2]); 

ssf=strcat('figure',num2str(200+k)); 

print('-dtiff','-r600',strcat('figure',num2str(300+k))); 
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APPENDIX D 

 

Sample Set of Experimental Data Collected 
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There are total 28 droplet formation cases, represent four different waveforms 

and seven frequencies for each waveform, in this experimental study. Four sample 

experimental images for each case were selected in this appendix. The PZT driving 

waveform and the time of the image taken are shown in the figure also. The images 

were shown two columns in this appendix, the left column was the cropped image 

without going through the image processing and the right is the liquid filament shape 

detected by the image processing program. The file name of each case was shown at 

the top of the page of images, and contained the information about that case. The first 

part showed the waveform and the right part for the driving frequency. For example, 

the file name “Third-pulse-waveform-A—15kHz” represent the droplet formation 

process was driven at frequency, f=15 kHz, under waveform, “three-pulse waveform 

A”. A complete set of the droplet formation process liquid shape plots was available 

upon request. 
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Three-pulse waveform A – 5 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform A – 10 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform A – 15 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform A – 20 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform A – 25 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform A – 30 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform A – 35 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform B – 5 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform B – 10 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform B – 15 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform B – 20 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform B – 25 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform B – 30 kHz 
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Three-pulse waveform B – 35 kHz 
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Two-pulse waveform – 5 kHz 
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Two-pulse waveform – 10 kHz 
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Two-pulse waveform – 15 kHz 
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Two-pulse waveform – 20 kHz 
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Two-pulse waveform – 25 kHz 
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Two-pulse waveform – 30 kHz 
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Two-pulse waveform – 35 kHz 
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Square waveform – 5 kHz 
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Square waveform – 10 kHz 
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Square waveform – 15 kHz 
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Square waveform – 20 kHz 
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Square waveform – 25 kHz 
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Square waveform – 30 kHz 
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Square waveform – 35 kHz 
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APPENDIX E 

 

Details of Uncertainty Analysis 
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The uncertainty analysis in this study consist the repeatability analysis and the 

image processing program sensitivity test. There are total five different droplet 

generators studied in the repeatability analysis with 25 images for each case. The 

selected set of data for image processing program sensitivity test consist 60 images.  

As shown in Table 4.7, there are four different input parameters in the image 

processing program and totally 15 cases studied for sensitivity test. Four sample 

experimental images for each case were selected in this appendix. The PZT driving 

waveform and the time of the image taken are shown in the figure also. The images 

were shown two columns in this appendix, the left column was the cropped image 

without going through the image processing and the right is the liquid filament shape 

detected by the image processing program. The file name of each case was shown at 

the top of the page of images, and contained the information about that case. The first 

part showed the functionality of the data and the right part showed the variable input. 

For case of “NA” means that the input was base parameter. For example, the file 

name “Sensitivity — Threshold – 1” represent the data was for sensitivity test by 

setting the threshold intensity to be Mean+1*σ. 
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Repeatability – Droplet generator A – NA 
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Repeatability – Droplet generator B – NA 
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Repeatability – Droplet generator C – NA 
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Repeatability – Droplet generator D – NA 
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Repeatability – Droplet generator E – NA 
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Sensitivity – Filter – 5 
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Sensitivity – Filter – 10 
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Sensitivity – Filter – 20 
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Sensitivity – Filter – 50 
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Sensitivity – Filter – 100 
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Sensitivity – Scale – Linear 
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Sensitivity – Intensity gradient – 0.5 
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Sensitivity – Intensity gradient – 0.6 
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Sensitivity – Intensity gradient – 0.7  
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Sensitivity – Intensity gradient – 0.8  
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Sensitivity – Intensity gradient – 1.0 
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Sensitivity – Rescale – 1 
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Sensitivity – Rescale – 2 
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Sensitivity – Rescale – 3 
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